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Wireless • the A. E. F . 1n 
First Authentic Account of the Organization of the Radio 
Division of the Signal Corps and an Inside View of the 
Great Obstacles which Americans Had to Overcome 

By Ueut. Col. L. R. Krumm 
Officer in Charge Radio Division, Signal Corps, American Expeditionary Force 

and CapL Willia H. Taylor, ·Jr. 
Co-ordination Officel/, Radio Division, Signal Corps, A. E. F. 

I T HAS been a commonplace wave set, the sharper turning of 
saying in all articlei relating which permitted the simultane-

achievements of the Great World ous operation of the different 
War that it was a contest of sci- sets in that vicinitYl Spark sets 
ence and skill. ' having more than 100 watts : 

In no branch of an army's ac- transformer input were decid-
tivities is this better exemplified edly de trap with the AlliM 
than in the utilization of the Armies in France, and the exten-
wireless method of communica- sive use of vacuum tube un-
tion. Thus the prepartion of damped wave transmitters-even 
artiCles recounting the work of with the very front line troops-
the U. S. Army Signal Corps and was decidedly contrary to the 
its use of radio telegraphy and previous practices or principles of 
telephony for military purposes our Signal Corps. In a later arti-
has presented the problem of de a detailed description of these 
selection from superabundance, sets will be given; at this time it 
leaving the authors confronted will be sufficient to say that the 
by the difficulty of picking out suitability of this type of equip-
from the mass of material avail- ment to meet the trying condi-
able those things which will best tions of war communication was 
reflect the magnitude of the task The Authora in the headquartera of the Radio Diviaion at most thoroughly demonstrated. 
and its accomplishment. In this Tours. France The many special functions of . 
and the succeeding articles of the series there will be set the radio personnel will also be described later, for it . 
down without embellishment those historical and tech- should be observed here that the diversity of employment 
nical facts which appear to be of most interest. not atone was developed to a point which it is probable that few 
to the radio profession but also to the general pUblic. officers of the Army before the war had thought of, much 

The absolute unpreparedness of the American Army less provided for. 
for a war of the magnitude of this one is a matter of Brigadier General Edgar Russel, Chief Signal Officer. 
universal knowledge; nowhere was it better indicated American Expeditionary Forces, who arrived in France 
than in the radio equipment and personnel available to the in June, 1917, had seen long service aI}d distinguished 
Signal Corps when this country entered the war. Only himself as an officer in the Signal Corps. having served 
two types of military radio equipment had been developed in Mexico and the Philippine Islands. He was well aware . 
and put in use; these were the 34 kw. 500 cycle quenched of the inadequacy of our Army's radio personnel and 
spark pack set, adapted to be transported on mules and equipment and realized that it would not be easy to over
provided with a hand driven generator, and a 2 kw. 500 come the deficiencies. The problem of personnel was simi
cycle quenched spark automobile set. Both were fairly lar to that of all other branches of the service. Men could 
good equipments of their types, quite satisfactory for be given their initial and fundamental training in the 
warfare such as might be encountered on the l\Iexican United States contemporaneously with the training of the 
border. "Cnfortunately neither of these sets was suitable other services. But equipment in enormous quantities and 
for use in the European war, so that it may be said that especially constructed for war uses had to be provided 
the U. S. Army, at the time of the declaration of war from the beginnin8, and radio equipment of this char
against Germany, had no suitable radio equipment for acter was not available in the United States. There were 
its signalling troops. This was demonstrated. Some experienced American manufacturers to be called upon, 
of these sets were sent to France, but were never used but their capacity was limited and the large requirements 
for transmission during' operations. Practically all the of the ::\favy demanded added output. It soon became 
radio equipment used by the American Expeditionary evident to General Russel that .his supply must come from 
Forces was of French manufacture, for the development one of our Allies. Soon after his arrival he arranged 
and production of equivalent material in the United with the French authorities to obtain from them the 
States on a quantity basis was not accomplished until necessary radio and T . P . S. (ground telegraph) equip
about the time the armistice was signed. ment for our troops until such time as these could be 

It is interesting to note that after the armistice. an supplied from the United States. His foresight in this 
effort was made to utilize one of the pre-war 2 kw. spark direction will be further emphasized in the story of 
tractor sets at Spa, Belgium. to provide communication ' sllPply. 
for the American section of the Armistice Commission The French Army made greater lise of undamped wave 
which had its headquarters at that point. but its use sets than any of the armies. The probable reasons for 
caused such interference with the undamped wave sets this may be of interest. Prior to the war it was a well
of the stations of the other allied armies as to make the known fact commercially that the German spark sets were 
American army decidedly unpopular from a radio stand- superior to the French spark sets. At the beginning of 
point. The station had to be replaced by an undamped the war. so French officers told us, the German Army's 
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radio equipment and communication was. considerably 
superior. The French, realizing the necessity for better 
equipment, wisely appreciated the possibilities of vacuum 
tubes for transmitting and receiving; then decided, there
fore, that the use of spark sets would be restricted to 
those types suitable for front line work, where simplkity 
is the controlling factor. For all other wireless communi
cation they adopted undamped wave sets which used 
the same type of three-element tube for both transmitting 
and receiving, thus greatly simplifying their supply 
problem. 

The very old and the ultra· modern joined handa In wartime when a 
divisional wirel"" Itation was inltalled by American men of the Signal 

Corpi in this ancient chat"U, erected about 500 A. D. 

:t\ow as to the importance of wireless. Radio tele
graphy, it must be remembered, is essentially the emer
gency communication method of the Army. In trench 
warfare where positions were permanent and troops did 
not change their lines-. 'n !'ome cases for years-wire 
communication was preferred and desired: very compli
cated wire systems were installed and maintaine~ even 
under conditions of greatest difficulty. But even in these 
positions, radio stations were provided to take up the 
burden of maintaining communication in time of heavy 
shelling, when the wires were broken and could not be 
repaired. In mobile warfare, on the other hand, radio 
immediately demonstrated its superiority over all other 
means of communication and those officers best qualified 
to judge are convinced of its even greater utilization in 
future wars. 

Radio operations take on the general character of the 
other activities of an army in that, in a general way, they 
can be divided into offensive and defensive classes. The 
use of this classification in regard to communication may 
seem strange, but it can be easily explained. Offensive 
radio may be considered as its use in establishing and 
maintaining communication during battles or other op
erations in the same manner as the telephone and tele-

graph or visual signals are used. The superiority of radio 
at such times is at once evident, for any method of com
munication requiring wires is too difficult to erect jlnd 
is entirely too vulnerable to injury in the deluge of 
artillery projectiles hurled in modern battles. 

The one fault in wireless communication which has not 
been practically overcome to date, although the problem 
is now under consideration in many laboratories, is that 
it cannot easily be made a selective or secret means 
of communication. The fact that all radio work can be 
heard by the enemy brings us to the so-called defensive 
radio. If the enemy can overhear your radio stations, 
he is equally handicapped by the fact that you can hear 
his, and therein lies your opportunity to profit by the 
old adage that "forewarned is forearmed." 

In the mobile warfare that b'rought us the vic
tory, ground telegraphy proved to be practi
cally worthle88 and 'Will probably be displaced in 
future wars by small 'Wirele88 sets 'U8ing loop an
tennae. 

Wireless equipment for tanks 'Was one of the 
problems that long defied solution. ...4. set 'Was 
finally developed that makes possible communi
cation with the post of command and co-operat
ing airplanes. 

As might be expected, military communications are 
never transmitted in plain language.. Code is always used. 
Cipher has been discarded because it requires too much 
time to encipher a message for transmissIon and because 
it can be accurately deciphered by mathematical methods. 

Phrase code was used principally, and was frequently 
changed. In spite of all precautions, however, one of the 
main sources, if not the main source, of intelligence re
garding the enemy's projected operations lay in the iriter
ception of messages by the Radio Section (Intelligence) 
of the Signal Corps. These Radio Sections (Intelligence) 
were the defensive radio organizations of the army. 
Whereas each combat division numbered among its troops 
a Field Signal Battalion included in which was one com
pany of 75 men, assisted by certain men of the outpost 
company and some from the infantry signaling detach
ment, which was expected to maintain the radio com
munication within the division, the Radio (Intelligence) 
Section was not attached to any unit smaller than an 
Army and was expected to cover our entire front and 
operate wherever needed. In addition to the duty of in
tercepting messages from ground and airplane radio sta
tions of the enemy, these men were charged with the re
sponsibility of locating them by direction finding or goni
qmetric stations, noting the channels of communication 
and every characteristic that might tell us how many and 
what troops were opposing us, and their probable plans 
for our future destruction. How the plotting of the loca
tion of stations and channels of communication clearly in
dicated the enemy's organizations is a fascinating subject; 
the methods used will be explained in a future article, as 
well as the counter efforts of the enemy to confuse our 
radio intelligence operators. 

J neluded in the duties of the Radio Section was the 
operation of the so-called Listening Stations. These 
stations were intended to intercept all messages from the 
enemy's T. P. S. (ground telegraph) stations and all 
grounded telephone or telegraph lines. Grounded lines 
were never intentionally used by any army in the latter 
part of the war, but no electric circuit could be main
tained in a proper state of insulation and balance which 
would· prevent our listening stations intercepting the 
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• messages carried thereon if it was anywhere near us, 
as was the case during the position or trench warfare 
stage. 

Low frequency amplifiers were connected to long leads 
running to grounds placed as near the enemy lines as 
possible. The stations were necessarily installed in. dug
outs within a few hundred feet of the front line trenches 
and the experiences of the men who were assigned to 
operate and maintain these stations were among the most 
heroic of the war. As the effectiveness of these stations 
depended upon the nearness of their grounds to the 
enemy's wire lines, our men when carrying these ground 
wires over into the enemy's territory, performed some of 
the most daring deeds of the war. One of the subsequent 
articles of this series will tell how these expeditions were 
carried out; how one of our men actually went over into 
the enemy's trenches and connected to important lines of 
telephone communication, enabling us to intercept Hun 
conversation for several days before it was discovered. 

This ground telegraphy-developed by the French dur
ing the war and known to them as the T. P. S. (Tele
graphie par Sol )-was made practically possible by the 
development of amplifiers utilizing three-electrode vacuum 
tubes. The transmitter consists essentially of a SO-watt 
induction coil, the primary circuit controlled by a tele
graph sending key in series with the storage batteries 
carried as the source of power. The secondary of the 

One of the main 80urces of intelligence regard
ing the enemy's projected operations lay in th(' 
interceptiOfl; of messages by the defensive radio 
organizations of the U. S. At·my. 

So-called liste11i.ng 8tations were installed in 
dugouts within a few hundred feet of the front 
line trenches; the . experiences of the men who 
were assigned to this duty were among the most 
heroic of the war. 

induction coil is grounded through wires carried to 
grounds about 100 yards apart. Transmission is effected 
by the lines of flow of current between grounds ·which are 
intercepted by the receiving station. Audio frequency 
amplifiers, such as were used in the listening stations, were 
used for receiving. the receiving amplifier being also con
nected to ground plates separated by distances of 100 
yards or more. It is a very crude means of communica
tion, because of its efficiency being so dependent on local 
conditions; its use therefore, was necessarily limited, but 
in trench warfare of fixed positions it served very well in 
many places of favorable terrain. 

In the mobile warfare that brought us the victory it 
proved to be practically worthless and ground telegraphy 
will probably be displaced in future wars by small but 
efficient portable radio sets using loop antennae. In open 
warfare T. P. S. stations soon lost track of their relative 
positions and consequently lost their communication when 
endeavoring to establish a station in a new position. One 
of the greatest defects in this means of communication 
was found in the necessity for the long ground leads 

. which were difficult to maintain, ana the requirement for 
ground circuits of the receiver to be in such relative posi

tion as to intercept a maximum of potential and current. 
The system was never reliable for more than 2,000 yards, 
and then only under the most favorable conditions. Where 
a river or other low resistance path for electricity inter
vened between the transmitting and receiving station the 
distance was reduced proportionately. But for several 
years T . P. S. was the main reliance of the French, and 
for a time of our own troops for front trench line emer-

gency communication. In an attack at Seicheprey our 
troops in repelling the attack used this means of communi
cation, whereas the Boche carried over with him a port
able radio set of the Jpark type and also a telephone line 
which was extended with the advance. His reasons for 
carrying the radio seemed rational, and judging from the 
telephone drcuit, he evidently expected to occupy the posi
tion permanently. The fact that both means of communi
cation fell into our hands before the fight ended indi
cated a miscalculation on his part. 

The enemy also used ground telegraphy in the front 
trenches whIch made the establishment of our' listening 
stations essential, so that these could fulfill their intellig-

Bri .. adier GeDeral Ed .. ar RUlael. Chief Siew Officer. A. E. F •• who early 
in the war realind the IDadequacy of our armr.s equipmeDt of apparatua 
and peraoIlDe\; hia forea1eht cODtributed laree y to the eveDtual aucceaa 

of the American aicualmell 

ence-gathering function for this means of communication 
exactly as did the radio intercept stations in gathering the 
enemy's messages from the air. 

Ground telegraphy (T. P. S.) messages were coded of 
course, but no code or rules or regulations have ever been 
devised which will prevent indiscreet conversation over 
the telephone. German efficiency experts evidently failed 
to devise any means to prevent these leaks and German 
conversations were constantly overheard. This required 
that all of our men employed in listening stations should 
understand German readily, as well as have the ability to 
record telegraphic code. As a matter of fact ground tele
graphy sending is necessarily slow; interception of the 
code was found to be much easier than the determination 
whether a faint gutteral voice from the enemy's line was 
demanding more ammunition or more men. At first we 
endeavored to get German-speaking radio 0 era tors, but 
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the supply was limited; so we selected men who under
stood the German language and taught them code at 
the same time when we were coaching them in the use of 
the equipment and the German military phrases they 
might expect to overhear. 

Another, and possibly the most important function of 
these listening stations, was the so-called "policing" of our 
own telephone lines. We knew that alert German ears 
were also pressed to receivers of their listening stations 
and could overhear indiscreet language on our lines. Code 
names were provided for all places, units and common 
subjects of conversation over our lines, but in the press 
of action-and, sometimes, even in the quietest hours
our officers failed to realize the danger of using plain 
English and neglected to obey the orders and instructions 
forbidding its use. Our listening stations were constantly 
on the alert for th~se indiscretions and many a high rank-

A radio intellicence detachment was housed in this old barrack. when the 
Boche became suspicious and put over a few shells; the soldier i. standin, 

in one of the resultant holes 

ing officer was embarrassed by having a verbatim report 
of his careless words handed him a few minutes after he 
had completed a telephone conversation. 

As has been stated, a perfectly balanced insulated 
metallic telephone circuit cannot be overheard, so that 
the condition of the line was also revealed by these sta
tions and immediate' steps would then be taken to repair 
the circuit in question. 

We learned how the enemy appreciated the potentialities 
of our listening stations when our troops captured some 
German trenches in the latter part of the war. Their tele
phones were sealed up and captured orders indicated that 
these phones were only to be used in the greatest emer
gency ; the officer breaking the seal was required by these 
orders to send in a written report as to the necessity for its 
use. In some parts of the line, as far back as two miles 
from the front" German telephones were found to be 
sealed up"indicating a respect for our listening stations 
exceeding our own, for we did not expect them to be over 
that distance. 

All of the various fields of military radio activity so far 
outlined were practically a sealed book to the American 
Army before its entrance into the war and the gigantic 
undertaking of training and equipping the personnel for 
this work represents one of the greatest achievements of 
our army. Lt. Col. Krumm sailed for France in Septem
ber, 1917, with as little real knowledge of the task before 
him as many of his readers. Samples of some of the 
French radio and T. P. S. equipment had been shown to 
different officers here under injunctions to observe the 
greatest secrecy, although many of them embodied no 
new ideas. 

No real information of how the equipment was used or • 
the scope of the work was forthcoming, especially in 
regard to the radio intelligence work. This phase of com
munication was always kept from general discussion in 
our own army, even after we had been in the war for a 
long time. It was considered that the less the enemy 
knew of our activities, the less preventative measures he 
would take against them. Few, if any, officers or soldiers 
who were not directly concerned in the intelligence work 
were aware of the fact that much of the information that 
guided their operations had been obtained by the Radio 
Section. The only other sources of informatIOn compar
able with it were the prisoners captured from the enemy. 
By the same token, the less our men knew of our work 
the less they could tell should they fall into the hands of 
the Germans. If the location of a listening station became 
known its effectiveness was immediately destroyed by the 
counter measures taken against it, so that many a dough
boy noted the strange equipment in a dugout in his sector 
without knowing its purpose. 

The Germans are generally given credit for first dis
covering the possibilities of these ground listening stations 
and the precautions they took at the outset to keep the 
men assigned to this duty from coming in contact with 
other soldiers and discussing their work, are interesting. 
They were given extra pay, their meals were brought to 
them and they were pampered in every way and they 
were evidently the most exclusive branch of service in 
the German army. Once the work became known to 
the Allies, though, this exceptional treatment was dis
continued and these "cellar detectives" were treated like 
the rest of their army. 

In the early Spring of 1917, a French delegation headed 
by Dr. Abraham, the well known scientist was sent over to 
the United States to demonstrate the wireless and T. P. 
S. equipment used by the French Army, but the informa
tion was treated more as of scientific interest than as 
vital for general distribution among those who would 
later be called upon to use it in the field or to guide them 
in the manufacture of similar equipment in this country. 
Specimens of the apparatus in use by the French Army 
were furnished, which were to be used to guide the de
velopment and production in this country of equivalent 
material so that the U. S. Army could later be entirely 
independent of European supply. The fact that this 
desirable and, if the war had continued,' possibly essen
tial condition was not attained has already been told. 
The French Government had promised, meanwhile, to 
provide all the necessary radio equipment for the Ameri
can troops until such time as production could commence 
in the United States, and this they were able to do until 
the drive of the Germans in March, 1918, when the rapid 
advance toward Paris resulted in a loss to the French of 
enormous reserve supplies of radio equipment. They were 
brought face to face with the urgent necessity of re-equip
ing their own men without considering ours. Added 
to that, it was these dark days of the war that brought 
on the influx of American troops at the rate of ten 
thousand a day-figures entirely beyond the calculations 
of the French when they agreed to furnish us the neces
sary radio equipment. Our own material had not been 
satisfactorily developed or produced in quantities in the 
United States and we were unable to look there for 
relief. Of those who 'Watched the progress of the battles 
around Chateau Thierry, none were more harassed by 
anxiety than the officers who were concerned in the 
problem of obtaining radio equipment for our troops. 

With the turning back of the Huns on their tracks 
toward Germany and the removal of the threat to Paris, 
where most of the radio factories of France are located. 
the French Army authorities regained confidence and the 
supply of wireless equipment was resumed. The British 
were never able to furnish us any amount of apparatus 
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and it was inadvisable to use different types, which would 
complicate the supply and maintenance of equipment as 
well as the training of the personnel. 

Tours of duty with both the French and British Armies 
had indicated to Lt. Col. Krumm that the French equip
ment was equal to the British and more suited to the 
methods of the American Army, so that no concern was 
ielt as long as it was possible for the French Army to 
provide us with radio material. Nor was there any doubt 
as to the ability of our men to handle the apparatus; the 
standard of operators of this country is as high as that 
of any of the Allies, and events proved our faith in our 
men to be well founded. 

It might be well at this point to acknowledge the debt 
this country owes the amateur radio operator for the 
work he did in the Army. In his position as Chief Radio 
Inspector, Bureau of Navigation, before the war, Colonel 
Krumm had looked upon the amateur radio man some
what as an omnipresent American evil, like mosquitos. 
But it was these amateurs who were among the first to 
respond as volunteers for the Signal Corps, and his re
spect for them increased immediately and it has never 
since abated. Subsequently, their excellent work in the 
field under the most discouraging circumstances, under 
the most trying and uncomfortable conditions, has 
earned them a place in history. Too generous ap
preciation cannot be recorded of those who fostered and 
cultivated this invaluable source of supply. of American 
radio operators, probably without ever realizing just 
how well they had planted the seed. Allied officers often 
spoke of this phase of our personnel supply and regretted 
the interest in radio matters had never existed in ama
teurs of their countries, as it had in ours. 

The value of real enthusiasm for his work-an out
standing characteristic of most amateurs-was particu
larly shown in the radio intercept stations. The ideal 
operator for this work is one who never for one instant 
ceased to hunt for enemy stations with his receiver. He 
must record a jumble of mixed letter groups which to him 
mean nothing. A mistake of one letter in a three l~tter 
group will probably throw the decoders entirely off the 
true meaning of the message. He must record the wave 
length used and get all the prefixes so that the stations 

When we entered the war the U. 8 . Army had 
in use only two types of wireless equipment; 
neither of these sets could be used in France. 

Officers of the line did not take radio seriously. 
One whose unit had been isolated in the Argonne 
sent back this wit'eless message: U All communi
cation cut off. How shall I keep in touch with 
you'?" 

The various fields of usefulness found for wire
less were practically a sealed book to the A meri
can Army; the gigantic undertaking of training 
and equi"pping the personnel for this wot'k repre
sents one of the nation's greatest achievements. 

communicating can be determined. But above all he 
must instinctively note every personal characteristic of the 
senders "fist," or transmitting methods. Many a German 
organization has been traced all along the front by some 
peculiarity of a radio operator attached to it, who did not 
realize the necessity of absolute uniformity in sending. To 
detect these things the intercepting operator must never 
let down the intensity of his interest. The enthusiasm 
of the amateur for his work was one of his biggest assets. 

Unfortunately for the' Army, a very large proportion of 

the commercial and amateur operators joined the Navy at 
an early date, so that the supply of expert men available 
was soon exhausted, and the many additional men re
quired had to be trained. This branch of our activities 
holds many points of interest and will be covered more 
fully at another time. . 

Officers of our Allies often indicated their belief that 
our men were notably successful because they were fresh 
in the work, but they expected when we had been in 
the war as long as they had, that we would also los~ our 
enthusiasm and effectiveness. This no doubt was true to 
some extent, and it applied in a minor way to all branches 
of the service, but on the whole the American Army can 
look back on the work of its radio personnel with gen.uine 
and particular satisfaction. 

When a man has had three or four years of operating 
under constant shell fire all the glamour of war disappears 

This liltenin, atation in the Vosges ia typical of those maintained so 
lecretly by American wireless men that doughboy. in the same sector 

never learned the purpose of the strange equipment 

and the daily communication duty becomes a grind. This 
view was illustrated one day when Colonel Krumm visited 
one of the French artillery receiving stations to which 
range corrections from airplanes were wirelessed. As 
the visitor was regretting that his limited knowledge of 
French prevented him from questioning the operator, the 
latter in good English informed the American officer that 
he knew him in N ew York. The operator then explained 
that he was a New York boy of French parentage and 
had joined the French Army three years before, resigning 
his position as a Marconi operator on a ship sailing out 
of his home port. Commercial operating had never been 
like his present job, he readily admitted. and added that 
he was "fed up" with the war thing. This was in the 
Champagne country during the disheartening days of the 
Fall of 1917. Our men never experienced the depressing 
effect of the discou~aging battles as did the Allied oper
ators-so it is fair to assume that the Allied officers were 
right in their estimate of American effectiveness. 

Captain Taylor joined the A. E . F. in December, 1917, 
about the same time as the first detachment of about 
seventy expert operators arrived. The Radio Section 
(Intelligence) of the Radio Division was then organized. 
The accomp'anying chart shows the scope of this organiza
tion and the duties of the Radio divisions on the day the 
armistice was signed. On December 8th, 1917 the first 
radio intelligence stations, intercept and gonio,' were es
tablished in a French sector. It was considered advisable 
to operate some intelligence stations in the French posi
tion so our men, both operators and decoders, would have 
an opportunity to work under actual fighting conditions. 
The radio intercept and goniometric stations were there-
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I 
CO-ORDINATION 

SECTION 
Captain Willis H. Taylor, Jr. 
Function: 

Co-ordinates work of other 
sections as follows: 

Maintains liaison with Di
vision of Research and In
spection and Radio ·Div. at 
Washington. 

Checks all requisitions to 
Supplies Division. 

Supervises and co-ordi
nates radio requirements of 
Tank Corps, Artillery, Sound 
Ranging and other arms of 
service. 

Supervises development of 
such equipment as radio 
tractors, trailers and other 
radio auxiliaries as necessity 
arises. 

Formulates radio bulletins 
covering field instructions 
for the operation and main
tenance of radio equipment 
and auxiliaries. 

I 
CHIEF SIGNAL 

OFFICER 
OF AN ARMY 

I 
RADIO SECTION DETACHMENT 
Function: 

Operation of the radio intelligence 
stations of an army conai.dng of con~ 
trol, intercept, gonio and Ustening sU
tions. 

Supervisory work of the radio activi
ties in the army as dHired by the Chief 
Signal Officer of each army. 

I 
AIR SERVICE SECTION 

Major F. N. Shumaker. 
Function: 

InsuUation and main
tenance of radio equipment 
on airplanes. 

Supervision of operations 
of independent squadrons. 

. Prepares originals and 
checks Air Service requisi
tions for radio equipment to 
be checked by Co-Ordination 
Section. 

Indicat~s Air Service per
sonnel need. to Correspond
ence and Personnel Section. 

Mainuins liaison with the 
Air Service and in general 
co-ordinates the work of that 
aervic:e and furnishes infor
mation .. to the needs of the 
Air Service. 

Prepares tee hnicaI i nstruc
tiona for guidance Air Serv
ice Radio Personnel. 

~ ~'----..-...-...-...-...-.--..~ 

CHIEF SIGNAL OmCER 
AMERICAN E. F. 

RADIO DIVISION 
Lieut. Col. L. R. Krumm 

OFFICER IN CHARGE 

P-------~--------.. ,. 
OPERATIONS. 

TECHNICAL SUPER
VISION OF RADIO 

OPERATIONS IN THE 
FIELD 

I 
ASSISTANT CHIEF 
SIGNAL OFFICER 

1 
G. H. Q. Radio Sec. 
tion Signal Corps-3 
officers and 75 men. 
Operation of long 
wave intercept sta

.tions at G. H. Q. In
Cormation collected 
for Radio Intelli
gence Sec. G. S. G-2. 

1 
TRAINING SECTION 

Capuin Harlowe Hardinge, Hq. 2nd. A. I. C. 
Function: 

Supervises the training of the radio personnel of th"e 
army other than the Signal Corps for which tbe Signal 
Corps is required. Tbis includes Air Service, Tank 
Corps and Artillery personnel. 

The training of the Air Service personnel covers 
squadron radio officers, pilots, observers, radio me
chanics and operators and the special personnel of 
the bombing squadrons involving direction-finding and 
navigating radio equipment. 

All tbe above work is covered at several fierds in 
France and England. 

Training of the Tank Corps signalling personnel, the 
most important part of which is radio training. This 
is carried on at the main tank center. 

Various officers are sent from this section to differ
ent artillery training areas as requested for the estab
lishment of radio schools and the training of artillery 
radio personnel. 

Indicates to the Cor. & Pers. Sec. the number and 
qualifications of the Air Service personnel which has 
completed training and which is available for assign
ment to active duty. 

Submits necessary requisitions for equipment and 
Air Service facilities to accomplish the above training. 

OFFICER IN CHARGE, RADIO SECTION BASE 

Major Robert Loghry 
Function: . 

The work of this Base is accomplished by utilising the authorized 
organization of the Army Radio Section with such extra personnel 
atUched thereto as is necessary. These duties include the operation 
of the intelligence system of the different armies as required by assigning 
radio detachments to each army under the command of necessary officers. 

The assignment of calliettera and wave lengths to the different armies. 
Technical co-ordination of the radio operations of the different armies. 
Maintenance of a store room where radio equipment is overhauled and 

repaired. 
Submits all reports, technical request and requisitions to the Chief 

Signal officer through the A. C. S. 0., G. H. Q. 
Supervision and co-ordination of the radio work of the independent Air 

Service force.' . 
Trains replacement personnel for the radio detachment-, maintenance 

of a school and operation of practice stations. 
Has available field instructors capable of teaching troops the use of 

radio and T. P. S. equipment. 
Supervision of field tests of radio equipment under development. 

I 
CORRESPONDENCE 

AND PERSONNEL 

SECTION 

Lieut. Ray Rice 

Function: 

Compiles monthly, weekly 
and other report •. 

Supervises office, person
nel ~rrespondence and files. 

Radio Division, Signal 
Corps and Air Service per
Bonnel, records and matters. 

Request. neceaaary orders 
covering movementa of Sig
nal Corps and Air Service 
radio personnel and main
tains the neceisary records 
covering personneL 

I 
CHIEF SIGNAL 

OFFICER 
Ol" AN ARMY 

1 
RADIO SECTION DETACHMENT 
Function: 

Operation of the radio intelligence 
stations of an army consisting of con
trol, intercept, gonlo and listening sta
tions. 

Supervisory work of the radio activi
ties in the army as desired by the Chief 
Signal Officer oC each army. 
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fore established to the west of Verdun in territory held 
by the French a}ld covered by their own radio intelligence 
system. Our stations were understood to be practice 
installations and every assistance was given us by the 
French to become acquainted with the practical phases 
of the work. Thus we were pleased and flattered when, 
\\lithin a short time, we received a request from them to 
furnish copies of all the messages and goniometric read
ings recorded; subsequently we had reason to know that 
they were exceedingly grateful for our assistance. 

With the entrance of our troops into the line came the 
real test of our radio communication. The training or 
practice which we carried on under conditions which ap
peared to be exactly those of actual warfare seemed 
advantageous; Qut how fallacious this idea was quickly 
developed in the operations. The first troops to go into 
the line had been given several months' training; the 

A camouflaged /r0nio, or wireless compal. station of a type operated by 
the RadIo Section (Intelligence) Signal Corps, in France 

officers had been afforded an opportunity to visit sectors 
held by the French and English troops and had been in 
the atmosphere of war for several months before actually 
participating in it. Later, when our soldiers were arriv
ing at the rate of two divisions a week and were sent 
into action almost immediately. many of the signaling 
troops were unfamiliar with the radio equipment and 
had only a sketchy knowledge of their proper function in 
the communication system. Troops which went into the 
line with the British Army. after training with French 
sets, were provided with British radio equipments. Be
cause of the delay in producing equipment in the Cnited 
States few of the radio personnel sent over to the A. E . F . 
were properly trained or prepared to take up their work. 
in fact, their first knowledge of duties and the equipment 
which they would use was gained after their arrival in 
prance. This made radio training one of the hardest 
problems. Yet in spite of the many handicaps nearly all 
acquitted themselves with credit and the difficulties over
come by the different radio companies of the Signal Corps 
will make interesting reading. 

Considering the short period of training given our 
signalmen the results were magnificent: possibly the prin
cipal factor in restricting the usefulness of our radio was 
the ignorance of many American officers as to its limita
tions -and possibilities. The reluctance of our officers to 
code message was the greatest single handicap. Opera
tors were absolutely forbidden to transmit anything "in 
the clear" and all messages were required to be 11'lnded 
them in code. So difficult was the enforcing of this re
quirement that the probable future practice in handling 
these messages will be to have them coded by the Signal 

Corps personnel. The failure by line officers to take 
radio seriously is illustrated by an episode. said to have 
occurred in the Argonne. An officer commanding a 
unit which had become isolated sent bacJ< the following 
radio message: "All communication cut off. How shall I 
keep in touch with you." 

Earlier in the article one class of radio operations 
was referred to as embracing offensive activities, to 
indicate the use of the wireless telephone and telegraph 
as a means of communication between the different units 
and branches of service of an army. This not only in
cludes stations at different infantry battalion and regi
mental headquarters, brigade, division, corps and army 
headquarters, and similar units. but aBo the special radio 
services of the air service, the tank corps, artillery sound 
ranging by the engineer corps, and the meteorological 
service. All have highly specialized requirements, es
pecially the air service. 

At the beginning of the war the air service was part 
of the Signal Corps, which is the communication branch 
of the army. At that time the wireless communications 
of the air service were supervised by its own radio division 
as part of the Signal Corps. Later, when the air service 
was separated from the Signal Corps and established as 
a separate service, its radio organization was continued. 
It was found advisable, however, to centralize the super
vision of the radio of the air service in the Signal Corps, 
and about a month before the signing of the armistice 
this work was taken over by the radio division of the 
Signal Corps, so that all radio operations of the army 
properly came under the supervision of the Chief Signal 
Officer. A. E. F. Radio equipment for the airplanes 
engaged in war operations must be governed by the 
peculiar requirements and limitations of the flying craft, 
but the major portion of their work is with ground sta
tions. Radio communications between planes in flight and 
from the ground to the planes was never reliably ac
complished, in fact, in the war operations of the air service 
in France. Radio telephonic communication between air
planes-the goal of the air service of every army and the 
essential requirement if squadrons or larger bodies of 
planes are to act as a unit-is a subject which was given 
preferred attention in the United States. Various articles 
have been written indicating results achieved in the de
velopment of radio equipment for communication between 
and to airplanes from the ground. The sets developed in 
this country were received shortly before the armistice: 
they were being tested out and personnel was being 
trained when hostilities ended. But the radio telephone 
was never used by our air service in actual combat. 

In the so-called artillery reglage work where the air
plane observer supplies batteries and groups of artillery 
with information indicating the accuracy of their shell fire 
and the correction necessary to obtain the greatest results, 
our airplanes were probably as effective as those of any 
other nation. In this wireless work they used the French 
spark sets, a very simple and light equipment, utilizing a 
wind-driven generator mounted on the fuselage with the 
rotary gap on the generator shaft. A trailing single wire 
antenna was used. 

Airplanes were also used for reconnaissance, supplying 
information by radio to unit commanders regarding the 
activities of the enemy, and also in many cases the position 
of our own line. -It must be remembered that in mobile 
warfare, calling for rapid advances such as marked the 
last part of the war. many of the units were located in 
woods or other positions which the commanders them
selves were unable to recognize. Airplanes thus became 
the most accurate source of information as to the location 
of the advancing lines. 

Tank radio was also one of the most interesting and 
difficult questions which confronted American research 
experts. "1'\0 wireless equipment had beeli _.:v· eOd w. ·.i!!)1 ::> 
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would operate from a moving tank. In the British Army 
the tanks merely acted as transports for the set; it was 
the practice to drop the set from the signaling tank, es
tablishing it in some protected and suitable place as near 
the front as possible. The French had experimented with 
a set using a trailing antenna, but it was found to be unsat
isfactory and as far as known never was used in action. 

A large antenna cannot be used on a moving tank: 
it must be small, easily erected and removed. An un
damped wave tank set was developed in the A. E. F., so 
constructed that the radiated wave length was entirely in
dependent of any change in the antenna, which was of the 
umbrella type consisting of a short pole projecting a few 
feet above the tank with ribs that could be spread as 
desired. A sample equipment had been sent back to the 
United States before the armistice, but had not been put 
in production and supplied us in time for use. The pos
sibilities of this set cannot be over-estimated, as the 
mobility of the tanks makes a reliable means of communi
cation absolutely necessary; with an efficient wireless in
stallation they could not only have communicated with 
their post of command. but witi'} the airplanes working in 
conjunction with them. 

Artillery receiving stations work with reglage air
planes controlling their batteries. Sound-ranging receiv
ing stations were provided to note the radio activities of 
enemy airplanes, the prelude to their artillery activities. 
The wireless method was also used in communicating 
meteorological data, of the utmost importance in the regu
lation of artillery fire and airplane operations. Weather 
and meteorological information was sent out approxi
mately every four hours. Spark equipment using approx
imately the same wave length and spark characteristics as 
the airplane stations were used for this purpose. 

The personnel necessary for all these special radio ac
tivities required highly specialized training and this was 
accomplished as well as time and facilities allowed at manv 
points in France and England. A large school was es-

The debt this country owes to the amateur 
radio operator in the Army is acknowledged in 
this article. 

These civilians were the first to respond a.v 
volunteers and their excellentlfork in the field 
under the most discouraging circumstances has 
earned them a place in history. 

Allied officers often sJloh'e of this source of 
personnel supply and regretted the lack of i 11-

tere.'Jt in amateur work in their countries. 

tablished at the Air Service trall1lJlg" center at Tours. 
where observation officers were trained in the use of their 
radio equipmcnt and radio operators and mechanics were 
developed in large numbers. Captain Harlowe Hardingc. 
a trained engineer. who had been one of ~ ew York' s m()~t 
enthusiastic amateurs before the war, was in charge of the 
radio school at Tours and the excellent results '"attained 
there are largely due to his ability. Other training centers 
were c~tablished for instruction in artillery fire control bv 
wirele:-;s. tank radio. and in England a school was to b~ 
conducted for the in,;tntction of personnel for the opera
tion of direction-finding equipment. wi reles~ appa ratus 
which enable~ bombing planes to attain their ohjecti\"e at 
night and return to thc:r hI Illl' til'I<i. 

The supply of radio apparatus had its special problems. 
This was an undertaking which necessitated the most 
careful compilation of advance requirements, so that the 
ever increasing and overwhelming numbers of American 
troops might be promptly supplied with the proper radio 
equipment which would enable them to take their place 
in the line without delay. To this end all of the· produc
tion facilities of the French operated in conjunction with 
the excellent general supply system of the Signal Corps. 
It should be appreciated that the French were practically 
unprepared to manufacture radio equipment in quantities 
sufficient to meet the needs of the French Army, yet the 
problem was enormously complicated by the wholly un
expected arrival of an immense American Army in an 
incredibly short period. Considerable readjustment of 
their manufacturing plans was required to meet this de-

Diviaio:lal Fiat tractor radio station in operation within ruin. to avoid 
detection 

l1Ian~. General .Ferrie,. Chief of. the French Military 
RadiO Telegraphic SerVice, and hiS staff will always be 
remembered in this connection for their untiring efforts 
and co-operation in this difficult task. 

While it was the policy of the Signal Corps not to man
ufacture any ra.dio telegraphic or telep~onic apparatus in 
Fran~e, the eqUIpment purchased had to undergo rigid in
spectIOn before acceptance from the French Government. 
This work required men familiar with all phases of manu
facture. Well equipped laboratories were established to 
provide for this important function, and to conduct the re
~earch .work necessary in the development and solution of 
Immediate problems. Here. too, was centralized that 
tJecessary. research w.hich served as the basis of intelligent 
constructive sug-gestlons forwarded to the Cnited States. 
I n this w~rk the Signal Corps was extremely fortunate to 
have Major E. H. Armstrong as an advisor on all 
technic.al matters: TO.him may be credited many achie\"e
m~nts In connectIOn With the constantly arising difficulties 
\\"It? apparatus and its maintenance. to say nothing- of the 
radIO development carried on by him in his laboratory. 

The reader has now been given an outline of the great 
field of endeavor covered by radio men in the A. E. F. 
That the~e vari0l:'s act.ivities required specialized methods 
and eqUIpment IS eVident to laymen as well as those 
actively engag-ed in the art. The succeeditl'T articles of 
this ser~es will rover each suhject in more de~il. describe 
~ome ot the French apparatus used and record some of 
the many experiences that befell our radio men in the 
.\ . E. F. while arcompli:,hing- results which should ever 
remain a sourre of pride to the whole .-\meriran people. 

(To" I>r ((Illfillllrd.) 
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Wireless the A. E. F. • 
In 

First Authentic Account of the Organization of the Radio 
Division of the Signal Corps· and an Inside View of the 
Great Obstacles which Americans Had to Overcome 

By Lieut. CoL L. R. Krumm 
Officer in Charge Radio Division, Signal Corps, American Expeditionary Force 

and Capt. Willi. H. Taylor, Jr. 
Co-ordination Officer, Radio Division, Signal Corps, A. E. F. 

Part (( 

"0 UR telephone lines were cut beyond repair by 
shell fire I radio was relied upon to maintain 

the necessarv liaison." 
Such was the tribute paid to wireless communication 

in many of the reports of major and minor engage
ments of American troops which were submitted to 
the Chief Signal Officer of the American Expeditionary 
Forces. It emphasizes the importance of radio work. 

The goal, at which 
all efforts w ere r 

aimed, was to make 
radio communication 
a reliable means for 
maintaining liaison 
during emergencies 
in battle. Types and 
kinds of equipment 
to be used ,vere the 
first consideration. 
Close upon this, in 

eye was the high frequency amplifier circuits developed 
and used by the French. At the time of our entry into 
the war, high frequency amplifiers had not passed the 
laboratory stage in the Vnited States. In France they 
were being extensively used in the field, and with com
plete success. It is interesting to note that the British 
army took up the development of this type of amplifier 
with wonderful success and reports were current of a 

19-stage amplifier in 
use by a land sta
tion in England 
which copied the 
bridge buzzer sets of 
the German Reet at 
anchor in the Kiel 
Canal - the Huns 
being so confident of 
their security from a 
wireless standpoint 
that they transmitted 
in plain Gemlan, 
much to the edifica
tion of the British 
Admiralty. 

HO\vever, at the 
beginning, great was 
the scorn of the 
A.merican operator
who had probably 
been a progressive 
amateur at home
when he was as
signed to operate a 

order of importance, 
was organization of 
the operating per
sonnel and the form
ulation of instruc
tions for operation 
of the equipment, 
comprehending such 
details as call letters, 
wa ve-Iength assign
ments and traffic 
regulations. These 
details were of the 
greatest order of im- · 
portance in carrying 
on radio communica

A Ford Tractor equipped with the Divisional Headquarters Radio Set Type E-3 
Type E-3 bis. 

0:" spark set working 
n on a plain antenna 

tion efficiently and with the least possible interference. 
In a previous article it was pointed out that French 

apparatus had been adopted as the standard radio 
equipment for all American units, pending the develop
ment and production of equivalent material in the 
United States. This French equipment proved satis
factory in most respects, although the material used 
by the first of our troops left much to be desired, but as 
the war progressed and the later types of vacuum tube 
undamped wave sets came into more general use in our 
army the radio service became increasingly more satis
factory. These later sets reRected the long experience 
of the French army with radio communication. and also 
di"ulged the fact that the French engineers were consid
erably more conversant with the possibilities of the 
vacuum tube than we anticipated,. In the circuits pre
sented with this article the same tube was utilized for 
both transmitting and receiving. An innovation that 
immediately attracted the American signal officer's 

9 

circuit. This type of 
equipment was used throughout a division at the begin
ning of our activities. In the trenches they were operated 
with an antenna elevated only about four feet above the 
ground, as shown in the illustrations, and were not very 
effective when so used. Higher antennae were possible 
at brigade and division headquarters, however, and 
here they were surprisingly effective, considering the 
amount of interference that naturally resulted from 
this type 0 f equipment. Immediately, the American 
propensity to experiment became evident and it was 
indeed an exception to find a station in which the 
operator had not constructed loading coils to enable 
him to receive communications from Eiffel Tower on 
2,500 meters, although his receiver was only intended 
for a maximum wave-length of 550 meters. ?\fany a 
case of complaint against a station for not replying 
to a call was gravely answered by the c6mmanding 
officer with the statement that the fault could not be 
with his ~tation as he had ahout that time rel'~i·:~·d a copy 
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of the French communiql1e from his operator, showing 
that he :!ind hi~; wei"":! ope- "ng. facT 
that the station was 2,000 meters off the wave-length of 
his net meant nothing in the busy life of a hon-technical 
officer. 

It mus; be in nlind that under othen nondi~ 
tion do the laid plans of men go so much agee 
(is in warfare, so in contemplating the carefully out
;;ned shown her:!;;fter, must kept mmo 
that radio, like all other branches of the army, was 
usually greatly disarranged from the operating plan. 
Under these ciTCR?mst~;n;;es it obvious; that the best 

redio in wartime one can mud conditions 
they l;aise maintain cornmunication in rpite of 

all contingencies; and it must be said that the re
sourceful man was nowhere more in evidence than 

the radio work of army 
The French radio authorities, like ourselves, had the 

impression that vacuum tube sets were too compli
ccted frail for except at com:iderahlu dis
Tances !;ack of the lina; and the simple;,l ;,park 
sets were in use when our troops first ,,,ent into the 
lines. Later, undamped wave sets were put in use 
;j;;wn ;iI1d ;ndudino ;'ters, nd in 

Argonne lItany o(these sets wercwlth the front 
line troops accompanying brigade commanders who 
wanted their headquarters up with the very fore
most. 

The supply ot the necessary storag-e hattenes was 
perhaps the most difficult question which arose in the 

. of ou radio station;; The btnd gnnerator . -... . . . ... .. 

used with th;' Ameri;;;;n an;; pank set nener wes 
very p<;pular; h;1t it least saved our armh in 
previous military efforts from one of the· hardest 
problems we encountered in France. Charging sta-

~~~?~;~~~~ ,~rtl~'~~i~~e:;"LC}~;~~;~~~~~ c<ce;ters, sit~:i;~ 
batteries were distributed by automobile, motor-cycle, 
and by men-and in a few cases by airplane~to dif~ 
ferent nnits. trench warfare th('r were dnlivered 
to the forward stations at night. . 

~Il F~enc~ se~s were operated fr~m storage bat-
terte< wzth U;e <mgle of a d<ioen set 

-.r LVffirH ~N'DIILE 
_~ ~M£)A""~'()' 
_ _ £'?0';,..,D """'""+<,,10 
_.~"~ 7/S15. GO'·F"'i/0i>'{~AlION 
~ fti£IIWtJIVII' '-"VI'S 

.......,.... "'~AOlI ""DlCAr. 
/JIIIr«rlON '" """"I/I'fICA1/ON 
611(:;;;;;;;n CDNnn;;;i;CATICzN 
a • Ie;;" ;;,,. ""tI'_ 
O. _;N;l;;o • 
c. /000-/"00 • 

;l,U;;_ 

""'/0 

\"hich v\~as to very evtent. first 
thought it seem that use stor;;/'e bat~ 
teries as the primary source of power for;ireless 
sets was entirely impractical, and so it first appeared 
to us Hut "ext;:n;s;ve u;s;;; \lond resultent type 
of radio equipment were entirely dUe to sevei'al years 
of trench or stationary warfare, a condition which 
affected our ;\lIies' After their use was 
thorottghly e0; and this moving warfare stage 
developed it was then too late to change; a system 
of stlpply ,,"as developed in emergency, however, that 
\,"as efTuctive beyond \vhat would seem possibl;;; The 
Germfms used storage but had also dc~ 
veloped and were using many spark sets in which the 
power was pro"ided by a gasoline engine and generator" 

Th;' ddaib org;;mzation of the \,;dio ;';peratinf! 
personnel and the actual operation or the radio equip
ment in the various networks were so inter-related 
that \\'ill made discuss each sep~ 

t:J ........... 
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arately. Instead. an outline of the scheme of radio 
networks and wave-length schedules is given, through 
which one can arrive at a fair understanding of the 
details of the organization. 

In the beginning-that is the beginning for the 
Americans-everything seemed simple enough. \~re 
had but few divisional artillery regiments equipped, 

Interior of a Ford Radio Tractor for Divisional Headquarters showing 
the Radio Set Type E-3 bis mounted therein 

practically no combat or observation airplanes . no 
anti-aircraft batteries or sectors, no railwav or other 
heavy artillery, and no tanks. Our wave-length sched
ule and transmission systems were not complicated by 
innumerable networks and the radio communication 
system was briefly as follows: 

Ground telegraphy (T. P. S.) was provided for 
communication between regimental headquarters and 
battalion headquarters. The induction coil. plain 
antenna set, which will be described, was provided for
ward of divisional headquarters and down to regimental 
headquarters; undamped or continuous wave trans
mission was used b~tween adjoining divisional 
headquarters and from divisional headquarters to 
army corps headquarters. _ At this time the army as 
a unit had not been organized; for that matter, army 
corps were novelties even in the early summer of 
1918. 

The divisional artillery was expected to have its 
shell fire controlled bv radio from French observation 
and fire control airplanes, but it was sometime before 
satisfactory operations of this kind were obtained; 
more success was attained when American airplanes 
and operators worked with our artillery. 

The wave-length assignments cal1ed for the allot
ment of 150 to 300 meters to regimental and brigade 
headquarters. This small wave-length range of 150 
meters. together with the transmitting set. portable 
type. Ko. 4 (the small. plain antenna set already re
ferred to) was the bane of many an otherwise religious 
sergeant's existence. The only way to change or ad
just the ,vave-Iength was to change the height or the 
length of the antenna. A chart was actually compil ed 

and distributed to some units showing what wave 
lengths would be obtained when an antenna of a given 
length was stretched between the 4-foot supports~ 
providing, of course, that you had not lost the sup
ports. Lonsider that diviSIOnal headquarters had to 
communicate with its three component brigade head
quarters, two infantry brigade and one artillery 
brigade headquarters; also consider that each infantry 
brigade had two regimental headquarters and that the 
artillery brigade had three regimental headquarters. 
To this day .it appears nothing short of miraculous 
that any reasonable continuity of communication was 
established through the interference. But it is a fact 
that, while the brigade and regimental interference 
was bad, divisional, brigade and regimental messages 
were successfully transmitted and received. 

The undamped waye radio transmission between di
visional headquarters and between divisional and army 
corps headquarters worked well from the beginning. 
The wave-length range assigned for this continuous 
wave communication was 600-1000 meters, giving a 
working range of 400 meters for this important radio 
service. 

The equipment used for this service and wave-
-length assignment was a transmitting and receiving 
set known as Radi() Set Type E-3. It was mounted 
on a Ford truck as shown in the photographs accom
panying this article. These Ford trucks were orig
inally ambulances, but were the only suitable vehicles 
available at the time we entered the war. One truck 
carried the radio equipment and a second one the 
charging set, extra storage batteries, charging switch
board and cooling tank for the water-cooled gasoline 
engines. The little flivver never essayed to perform 
a harder task and while many of them were in service 
until the last it was soon found that the car was too 
light for the work and a heavier truck of the Fiat 
make was utilized as they becaple available. All these 
trucks were rebuilt and equipped in France and were 

The real thing-A Brigade Headquarters radio station in action. This 
clearly illustrated the need of a light trailer to transport the E-I0 bis .et 

so satisfactory that recommendations were made that 
all sets, even those with brigades, be mounted in 
light trailers. In the Argonne the trucks could not 
keep up with the troops in many cases because of lack 
of roads or other causes and the apparatus was dis
mounted by the operators and carried by hand. \Vhen 
it is remembered that it was vacuum tube equipment 
with its storage batteries. weighing from 200 to 300 Ibs. 
some idea can be had of what this meant. 

The system of radio liaison as outlined above was 
successftilly employed by the 1st Division. when it 
took oyer the fir~t sector held exclusively by a United 
States Army unit. This sector ,,-as in the ·St. :-'Iihiel 
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Toul sector and the divisional headnuarter'< were 
!,ocated at Menil-Ia-Tour, waile Rm1b~cGmt, - Bnnu
mont and ,n,nsanville will b" remp"'bere,T by n""'" 

E. ~eten;ms as. regim~ntal~~d brigade h;~d~ 
quarters Since many divisions received their first bap-

:i=:;~~f l:;r!~ t~tl~,~~c~h~ sC~~~i:c~fn;~~~~~c~~i~~ 
sector. 

P. S. and radio bv thn 1st Dic.ision this 

The first radio Iiaissn plan she A. F. (thas 'sf the lst Division) whse 
first ossspyinil Toul szctor 

During this embryo stage of the American army's 
rudio aetivity the :ez"ils sor th, Sutu- _ com- ",:ated 
schemes of radiu liaison 'were being worked olit. The 
successful Gberation of the E3 typc undamped wes'e 
tube sets, described later, had indicated to the French 

advss:ability of a more general use f un;i:;;nped 
waves, Thed developed the E-10 types which ,,,ere . 
plel and mure compact sets than the portable a.nd 

xlrdy.. sets, but considerably less pows' hi ul. set 
was a distinct :;;:hievemant on the part of the French radio 
engineers and was the keystone to the network 
schemes in use ~t the end of the war. In these net
,,"orks the ground rahio liaison, HXl150 mders wave
length was aliotterl to trench radio and two-wsw 
tuned, damped wave loop was contemplated to provid'e 
and maintain trench, comp;my headquarters, battalion 
headquarters and relzmentd headquarters communica
tion. !his loop set was stri::1Iy an American appa
ratu'S masml7ch as none of the Allies had a corre~,pondiklg 
set. The only IGop se15 were L5~:ad by the British, but they 
wnre not entirely satisfactory and were only oue-way 
sets, A two-way l<;>op set de;;i~nedhy l\J;: jor E. L 
Armstrong and LH"utenant VVm, H. Prie<;!' was 
netually eonstructed and successfldly opeeated the 
A. E F. during tests before the date of the armistice. 
This eat will be described later. 

The ra:tge of SO-300 meters was allotted to regirtnental 
headquarters communicate with adjoining reg-iments 
and wilh brigade headquarters. A tuned combine;] recein
ing and transmitting set was to be provided for this radio 
communication to the place of the plain antenna 
set previollsly used, but due to tilS' signi:tu of the 
armistice the old French transmittinp:: set, -portable 
type 1\'0. 4 and the ~et type A-I, ,\'ere neves 
replaced. 

As a new dePHture the scope of undamped or con
tinuous wave radio communication WSiS extended 
include brigade headquarters and the wave-length 
range of 600-1(,t)O mets'as was: :illottt'd for brigade to 
division and hrigade to adjoining brigade radio com
munication. This ,,,:,me ranz::e, 600 1000, 
was aiso llsed Tanks to CGmmunic:zte '~'ith brigade 
or divisional consmand~l. The e<.:t use9 for this service 
WLSS knovm flS Radio set 10 bi~:, Lznd was a portable 
transmitting and receiving set utilizing thesantf! type 
vacuum tubes for both transmizLsion and reception. 

'rhe radiu liaison between division amI 'army eorp5 
was allotted a wave-];;ngth range of 104]0-1350 nseter'L 
This wave-length range was allotted to maintain radio 
liaison bet,Yeen a division and its adjoinin:! divi':iotrls, 
betwe:'i"z army corps headquarters and the army corps 
artillery headquarters, between army corps hZ'Zldquar
ters: and a~my corps ::ir. service headquurters, SEnd 
betwcen army at serviee head:l'mrtel"L and army corps 
;dr seL vice h~::;lZjquari crs. ' 

The airplanes for obsernatiol1 ;: artillerv fire con-
trol were' allottS'{1 \Va vc·,length ranges as follows. 

100300 meters to airplanes communicating with ann 
directing the fire of the dilZisional ;:.rtillery. The same 
airplanes when operating as infantry contact airplanes 
comnst1l1icated bv radio to re:!:mental ;sr hrigade posts 
of command on 'the same r:Elge, 10)-300 meters. The 
set used for this service was a :!rench 'Z,yind driven 
generator spark set and was known ::s the transmit
tins~ set aholane tupe Y. 

the wavelength' range 300-500 meters was al-
lotted airplanes communicating with and dir~(:ting 
the lire of the ann)' corps arttllery and arn1t artIllery. 
The typeY airplaHe set was also used for this radio 
::erVICs' , 

The way;:, length range of 550-iSO meters \vas allot
ted airplanes for directing and controllin:! the fire of 
long-range r :ilway and similar artillorv and radio 
communication was maintained undan;ped or COZl-

s"a'ABlE 
PRIM,',SS I:O>!O 

VAk'"""Ll 
SLCONIJ'"'' CaNs, 

Cis",s Diagn::z; R<eeiv,., of Radio Sets Type E,s and Eo,. 

tilW;silS wa set" for tWG-way communication. j ne 
airplane set was known as th,.:: E-lO airplane set and 
th,. ground apparatua was known. .. the FlO artillery 
set. Unfortunately the transmission ran~e of the 
ground set was in;uffin:'nt an:! the zu,.plane set was 
not powerful enough for consistently sUCCessful use, 

After the wave-!:'ngth 7ange Lzssignl:tents were 
made, an organiratiol1 S:Z'aS required enforce them. 
~his s.1Cce::s:ifatcd compi!ation .of rules, and regula
tlOl1S tor tile operatIOn of tlse varlGu:s stat:zzns and also 

s},st:"matiz(,;l organization of the radio services 
The pl'Oper orgal:ization of an Army suggests that 
the dio lions each unit he controlled ;md opee-

IlllL..\} 
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ated separately. This can be done by having the sta
tions of a regiment grouped and operated on one wave
length under control by the station at regimental 
headquarters. A divisional net would consist of the 
station at the division headquarters controlling the 
stations at the three brigade headquarters of that division, . 
all of them working on the same wave-length. Adjoin
ing nets were assigned different wave-lengths to re
duce interference. It will be noted, however, that 
most stations required two sets, as they really are in 

Practice Transmitting with Transmitting Set T. P. S. No. 2 bi. 

two nets, the lower unit which they command and 
the higher network to which they belong. 

Each of the stations in a net was identified by means 
of a call composed of a letter and a figure; a letter and 
two figures; two letters. In certain nets these calls 
were changed daily according to the proposed plans. 

was operatiiIg , all of the stations in the net were lis
tening. This necessitated that each station be sharply 
tuned to the prescribed wave-length and that the oper
ator of each station have his head phones on and be 
following the traffic in the net. At no time was any 
station , .... ithout an operator on duty, after the station 
had once reported into the net. 

A net was operated either as a "free net" or as a 
"controlled net." \Vhen operating as a "free net" the 
P. C. T . or control station . never interfered, but lis
tened in to see that the secondary stations observed 
the operating rules. A station having a 'message to 
send called the addressed station after having pre
viously listened in to guard against interference. In 
case there was disorder in the net the P . C. T. usually 
assumed control of the net by sending the conven
tional R. D. followed by the P. C. T. call, making it 
necessary for a secondary station to obtain permission 
from the P. C. T . before calling another station in the 
net. The P. C. T. sent the signal R. L. when the net 
was released from control and the net then became 
free. 

The Network Charts and \Vave-Iength Schedule ac
companying this article will give some idea of the 
complexity of the network systems and the plans for 
the employment of radio-telegraphy will show what 
an undertaking it was to assign wave-lengths and 
call letters to all of the stations in the various net
works, if interference was to be reduced to a minimum. 

The assignment of equipment to stations can be 
noted on the network chart. It is described in detail 

, I • 

\ I ,'~"TtNNA r 
I 

In each radio network or "net," the station which be
longed to the highest military command unit was 
called the P. C. T. or Master Station. All of the other 
stations in the net were known as secondary stations 
and were under direct orders of the P.C.T., which con- B 
trolled the traffic within the net when the net was 
working under control. The nets were named after 

I IO-VOLT 
IIATT. I 

I I 

Kity. 

C'OND. 

. the highest command to which they pertained and 
were: the Army Net, the Corps Net, the Division Net, 
the Advance Ket and the Air Service Net. 

The Army Net included the stations at Army 
headquarters and the stations at the headquarters 
of each Army Corps, Army Artillery headquarters 
and Army Air Service headquaJ'ters. The Corps Net 
included the stations at Army Corps headquarters, 
the stations at the headquarters of the Divisions 
comprising the Army Corps and the Army Corps 
Air Service Group. The Division Xet included 
the Divisional headquarters station and the stations at 
the headquarters of the Brigades of that Division. the 
Advance Center of Information and the Artillery 
Brigade headquarters of the Division. The Advanced 
Ket included the Brigade headquarters station and the 
Regimental headquarters comprising the Brigade. 

The exact wave-length, selected from the allotted 
wave-length range, to be used during operation in each 
net was fixed by the Radio Officer of the Army in 
which the net operated. This regulation of net oper
ation was effected by means of radio liaison plans 
which were issued from time to time. \Vhen a net 

I .. 

Circuit diagram of Transmitting Set Portable Type No.4 

and illustrated by the accompanying photographs and 
circuit diagrams. 

The list of standard French radio equipment was as 
follows: 

Ground Telegraphy 
Transmitting Set T. P. S. No.2 bis 
Receiving Set T. P. S. 

Radio Telegraphy 
Transmitting Set Portable Type No.4 
Receiving Set Artillery Type A-I 
Amplifier-Type 3 tel' 
Radio Set, Type E-I0 bis 
Radio Set Type E-lO Artillery 
Radio Set Type E-3 bis 
Radio Set Type E-3 ter. 

The Transmitting Set T. P. S. No. 2-bis, consists of 
a high power buzzer operated by a lO-volt storage bat
tery with its secondary, as sho, ... ·n in the diagram, con
nected into a line of well insulated field wire whose 
ends for efficient operation were grounded by means 
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of metal stakes at points varying from 150 to 300 feet 
apart. The interrupter of the buzzer carried a slidable 
weight which could be used to vary the frequency of 
vibration from about 300 to 750 per second providing 
a distinctive note. Naturally no tuning was involved 
in the receiving. 

The key was inserted in the primary circuit of the 
buzzer whereby it was possible to send pulses of alter-

+ ,---------<.J- - -----
CONO. 10 ... 20- VOL T. 

~::::::8:=~:!:1c ~~~~:':-

kEV. 

Circuit diagram of Transmitting Set T . P. S. No 2-bis 

nating current into the ground where they spread out 
and set up currents in a similarly grounded line at the 
receiving station. Telegraphic signals were thus trans
mitted from one station to another. The maximum 
normal distance of reliable transmission by T. P. S. 
was about 2,000 yards. The receiving set T. P. S. com
prised a low frequency three-step vacuum tube ampli
fier, whose circuits are shown in the diagram here
with, connected by insulated wire to a pair of ground 
stakes in the same manner as the transmitter. Inas
much as audio frequency currents are set up by the 

Receiving with Receiver Type A-I and Amplifier Type 3 ter 

transmitter no detecting action is necessary at the 
receiver. For best results the two base lines, or the 
line of ground stakes, of the transmitter and re
ceiver should be paraJtel or approximately so, and laid 
out with the aid of a compass. 

The American equivalents of the French T . P. S. 
transmitter and receiver are known as S. C. R -71 and 
S. C. R-72 respectively. The two-way American 
S. C. R -76 T. P . S. set was a combination of the two 
above types, which eventually would have replaced 
the French equipment, but it was never available in 

quantities for distribution to American Signal troop~ . 
It was considered superior electricallv and mechan-
ically to the French equipment. -

The amplifier type 3 Ter.-a very useful piece of ap
paratus-was an integral part of any sets, such as , 
the receiv ing set T. P. S. and the E-3, E-3 bis. and E-3 
Ter. sets. It was also a useful adjunct, as in connec
tion with the receiving set type A-I. The amplifier 

L, 

Circuit diagram of Amplifier Type 3-ter 

3-Ter. comprised three standard French vacuum tubes 
coupled by means of transformers-shown in the dia
gram-and supplied with current by storage batteries 
giving 4 volts for the filaments and 40 volts between 
plates and filaments . A rheostat in the filament cir
cuit was the ~>l1ly .means provided for varying the 
degree of amphficatton. Two leads were provided and 
a triple:pole double-throw switch for changing from 
connectIons whereby the amplifier acted as a low fre
quency amplifier for T . P. S. reception or for use as 
an amplifier, in conjunction with a crystal detector, to 
connections whereby the instrument might be used as 
a simultaneous detector and amplifier of radio signals. 
In this latter case the first of the three vacuum tubes 
acted as a detector and the other two as low frequency 

. " 
\~' 

I ___ I 

..--------" h~~~~f,. 

Circuit diagram of transmitter and heterodyne for Radio Sets Type E-3. 
E-3 bis and E-3 ter 

amplifiers. As soon as the availability of this amplifier 
became known to our operators, they immediately 
failed to get any results with their crystal detectors. 
Artillery operators complained that every time a bat
tery fired the sensitive points on the crystals were 
lost and other stations complained that every time a 
shell exploded they were in the same predicament, no 
matter how far they might be from the disturbance. 
It was decided to restrict the use of the amplifier to 
simplify the storage ' battery supply which was re
quired with them, but in the end nearly every spark 
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station had an amplifier and it must be admitted that 
the operators were probably justified in their attitude. 
Future practice of the Signal Corps will probably pro-

vide valve detectors and amplifiers with all spark re
ceivers. As stated above the S. C. R.-72 was the Amer
ican equivalent of this amplifier, except that it did not 
operate as a detector. 

The receiving set artillery type A-I was probably 
the most widely used piece of radio apparatus in the 

A. E. F. It was a simple form of receiver for damped 
waves, using crystal detector or the above amplifier 
with a wave-length range of 100 to 550 meters. It 

WAVE LENOrl1 ~CI1~OUU 

--IIIVQ111."'P~D W'AtlL 
---[).A"P~D WAV~ .~_~ 

A,1f'OitIt' ff~AD~ 'NDlCAT~ /)til."." 
~ CDl"fMIIf'II CATION 

(jIiOilIVO COMMVlVlCArlOIV 
A • 100 0150 "'Er~~~ 
(j. 15C'~ 
C • $SO ' 7~ 

O· ~'IOOO 
E • 1000-I.lSO • 
I'" • I.lSO-IIOO 

AIRPLAIV£!S ANO /3ALLOON<$ 

If • 100-30{) l1~r~"'!J 

I • ''''' 'SOO 
C • $SO-750 

F 

was practically fool proof, extremely simple to man
ipulate and available in large quantities. The receiver 
of this set comprised a box containing a primary and 
secondary circuit,as shown in the wiring diagram. each 
made up of a variable air condenser and an inductance. 
The primary coil was provided with four taps and the 

Receiving practice with an American made SCR 54 Receiver and a French Amplifier Type 3 ter 
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secondary coil with five taps cOllnected to the contacts 
of corresponding dial switches. The terminals of the 
primary circuit were connected to the ground and 
antenna respectively. Across the terminals of the 
secondary coil was connected the detector circuit 
which consisted of a galena crystal detector and a 
pair of telephone jacks, shunted by a small condenser. 
The secondary condenser was arranged to be cut out 
of the circuit by means of a switch, thereby making 
the secondary circuit a periodic for r.eceiving signals 
of unknown wave-lengths. The receiving set Artillery 
type A-I was complete with sectional bamboo antenna 
poles for the erection of a V type antenna. 

The transmitting set portable type ~o. 4 which has 
been mentioned above consists of an induction coil, 

AmpliFier T{)b~:S R Oefecfor-heferotlyne fube , 

P pI! 
+ .- + L 6V. ,40V. 

ably obtained by means of the radio set E-IO bis, for 
the reason that it was the most compact and rugged of 
all the undamped '''lave standard Fr.ench radio ap
paratus utilized by American signal troops. It is 
true that it had its disadvantages, but it can be said 
that it certainly was the most popular piece of un
damped wave radio apparatus in the A. E. F. The E-1O 
bis set was designed to transmit undamped wave sig
nals and receive either damped or undamped wave 
signals. Six standard French vacuum tubes were 
used, three for transmitting and three for receiving. 
In transmitting, oscillations are generated by three 
vacuum tubes operating in parallel as shown in the 
accompanying diagram, a potential of 200-320 volts 
being applied to the plate-filament circuit and 6 volts 

£ 

Circuit diagram of Radio Set Type E-lO bi. 

as showll in the accompanying diagram, operated by 
a 1O-volt storage battery which supplied about 3 am
peres to the primary for efficient operation. 

The spark gap in the secondary circuit of the coil is 
connected to the ground and antenna circuits directly. 
The antenna for use in the trenches consists of a single 
wire from 75 to 100 feet long stretched between two 
supports about 4 feet above ground. The interrupter 
should make about 100 vibrations per second. There 
is no provision for tuning and the wave-lengths emit
ted depend upon the length and height of the antenna. 
The radius of transmission was normally about 20 
miles under favorable conditions. 

This set made many an American operator, who 
had long known this type of set as an amateur. de
cidedly homesick at first and then decidedly doubtful 
as to its utility in war. However. it had been adopted 
because of its simplicity and, with a slightly higher 
antenna which was possible at regimental stations, 
it could be relied upon for transmission over 5 or 6 
miles. Its defects soon became evident and efforts 
were immediately started in the Radio Division to 
obtain better equipment for the front lines as the 
necessity for more reliable communication and sharper 
tuning became necessary. 

The best undamped wave communication was prob-

to the filaments . \Vhen connected to a horizontal V
shaped antenna, 29 meters on a side and supported 4 
meters above the ground on bamboo poles, the set 
will transmit on wave-lengths ranging between 600 
and 1,000 meters. For wave-lengths between 600 and 
800 meters the lead from the apparatus to the point 
of the V should be 10 meters long; for longer waves 
it should be 12-15 meters long. This set could also 
be used with a single wire antenna 40 meters long 
including the lead to the set and supported I meter 
aboye the ground. 

\"hen used with the antenna described, a good 
ground and with 300-320 volts on the plates, the input 
into the antenna should be about 0.5 ampere for the 
short waves and 0.6 amperes for the longer waves. 
Under favorable conditions the efficient range be
tween two sets was usually from 50 to 60 kilometers. 
The prate voltage for undamped wave transmission in 
general was supplied either by eight 4O-volt storage 
batteries or by the American made 12-320 volt 
\Vestinghouse dynamotor which was furnished from 
the United States during the latter part of the war. 
Though only available in limited quantities. eventually 
all sets would have been provided with this efficient 
source of plate potential. 

For receiving radio signals, damped or undamped, 
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E-IO iJIS set ,vas peovided with theee vacuum' 
tubes, as above described, \,,'hen undamped signals 
were to be received one of the tubes acted as a de
tcctor and heterodyne,vi/liile the remainin~~ two tubes 
amplified the dete~ted luw frequency signal impulses. 
The same 6-volt filament storage battery was used 

fnr ~~~h tra~:~i~~;~ t~~:~er~~=!v~~~~is1~~ b;~e ' 
storage battery. This storage battery should not be 
one o£ the series of 8-40 volt plate batteries used for 

An inter,~sting piece 

,Cmp/lf'itc' ~ 
7YpeJ 

radio whi"h ac-

cone,hered repre*<entatine of this series sets, 
The E-3 set became obsolete because its wave-length 
range 600-1,000 meters was assigned to the E-1O bis 
St'ts described abs)Ve. E-h bis had wave~length 
range uf 1,000-1,350 meters and the E~3 Ter d range 
0'£ 1,3SO-1,800 meters. 

shJ!e ~"~'~~~r:~ ~~~~~r::h'~f:~~:se a~~t~:ir~~~~hdi:gr~~ 
bis and E-3 Ter sets transmitted undamped wave 
signals and the continuous oscillations therefor were 
'set up four <standard French vacuum tubu's oper~ 
cting in parallaL Six is ptocided the dloment 

Sketch show!!,_g~, method ... ~_~ mou'!tinJ th~ v~~o~ component parts of 
T-//-O Setg ,cpes E·", *",3 biB IR// ",·3 ter 

companied the E-1O bis sets was the "'a vemeter type 
T-l which comprised a variometer and a fixed (:on
sknser, fnrming oscillatory s:irs:uit, agains,t the 
fixed inductance and variable eundenser commonly 
used. A small incandescent lamp was connected ii1 
citeuit, sho\\-n in the diagram and he" to 

dull redness a cell. -[he serncd to 
indicate the resonance point when the transmitter was 
adjusted to the proper waTe-length. A small buzzer 

the 'w£,nemett;T hox be whan it is d,-sired 
calibrate receiving circuits. 

An American equivalent of the E-1O bis set was 
being developed in the United States at the termina-

of war _ hut nOTl<: were ever available the 
A. E. F. 

The series of E-3 sets-the .radio sets E-3, E-3 bis 
E-3 T,:r-\yean practically i,];:ntic" Hl so as 

is concerned and sketch inay 

and 320 volts for the plate potential. These sets put 
about 6 to 8 amperes into the V-shaped antenna. 50 
sneten a with 60° n~ tf ral and ff.bou1 
5 meters off the ground. 

The E-3 bis and E-3 Ter sets were adapted to re: 
eeive damped end undamped ,signals a r.'.13sgc ot 
\\'ave-knf;ths s,D%newhat greater than that for trans
mission. The transmitting box circuit with one vacuum 
tube oscillating is used for the purpose of a sep-

rate and 3 T , as de-
tector usual practice was use 
40 volts as the plate potential of the heterodyne tube. 

Shortly before the of the armistice a new 
wa~, ~ by known as set 

type E-13. set was found to be very efficient in 
operation and was extrt:mely compact. as compared 

the hulky 1":' 'f1 bis E-3 Tn set'S. The mave-
kngth range fron, 1,200~1l,dOO t teters. was 

t:J ........... 
( 
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pbrlTled to reduce lower figure to 1 meterr in 
order that it might be used as a set to repiace both the 

E,3 bis am! E-3 Ter sets. The accompanying' schematic 
di;i:<rams sh)w thn circuit arran<;cmenL; thi's sct. 

n~c'llati< ns" It be "'"'"'d tI""" the ",ui is 
;~~ile pl"ate and aiso to th~';nte~~a loadf~~'inductance. 

--UNDA.,_ WAV6 
~""4)our_,,, ",,'1 
A"""o,' 1'16ADa f""",,;ATI! 0,,,,,,,,,,,,,., 
Oft n"""'IhI/t,*'''''f'' 
611tWND C~/r:ATION 
IJ • 1/10 • 500 Merrill. 

c '''''''''''0 D'lTlo,/ooo 
~, 'ISO 
,. """0' "00 

1'h(' maximu~n effi(~ency 111 the transfer of ener£l'V to 
antenna IS ot/tamed means of the axrangt~;;;ent 

AI2MY CGIC?P5 RADIO NETWOIIK I 

iiI' tr;tl1imi~~;, fou" ',tand;; F1', ya """HUm 

tube;; operating in parallel gcncrate the unda!l1ped 

WAVE UN.TI1 ~I 
-- ilNDNWND ","VI 
---DA-'IJ WA~ 
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01' £ifif_CA1I+",,, 
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I' '" istUi- "00 

A'It~15 AND 1I""oowll 
/ ·~~5fJO r16T!'!'J!J 

the ;tntcnna lu;tding Inducta A a coil 13 in 
the plate circuit wound on the same ehonite tube. The 

t:J ........... 
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two grid coi ls D' and D are in erie and link with the 
coils A and B respectively. The coil D' i placed within 

u ed to provide the 320 volt for the plate potential. 
The conden er K in the antenna circuit prevents the 

ATI< 5EI<V/CE I2AOIO NETWO~K 

t h e coil :\ giving a close cOli pIing and the coil D is 
out ide and adjacent to the cuil n being thereby 

. 10 0 ely coupled to it. It is obvious that ",hen the in
du ctance in the antenna i-; increased the cuupling 
b tween the cuil - D :1ncl,\ is increased. Thi" arrange-

. -r:;---

WAVE LENGTH SCHEOVU 
-- l/IVOA"'P~O W'A ... .! 
- -- O"M.t>LD "VA,.." 
~""A'OW ff~ .. os II'IOI C4 "E 
O~~crION 01' C-"VNICATIDW 

G ROVIVO a".,nilNICArtOIV 
c· 550 ~ 7.50 .tfe'r~ .. 
E· OtJOtlJSO 
r· 13$0 +'8DO 

AI/i'I:J!IAffES "''''0 BAUOCIVS 
I • 300+$00 ""rc~.s 

plate current from tlo\\'ing ill the antenna circuit. 
.\ key in the plate circuit i used for telegraph ig

n:1ls and an auxiliary coil \\'uund around the coil Band 
in series \\'ith a mic'rophone permits the set to be used 
for radio -telC'phon),. in ",hich case the key is short cir-

Circuit diagram of Radio Set Type E-13 

ment make,; pussible a fa\'urable \'alut' "f ~-uupling fur 
all "'ave-Iengths within the range of thi~ ~l't. 

The coils ' S. Sl and tr.e cund(,Il~l'r ~11 ~er\'e to 
smooth out current \'ariati()n~ ",hen a dyna,llutor IS 

l-tlited. Fur reception three standard French vacuum 
tubes are tl~('d for receiving either damped or lin 
damped ",an's. \\'hen receiving' damped wave signals, 
une uf t1:(' tubes acts a~ a detector and the other two 
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Tranamittinc practice with Tranamitting Set Portable Type No.4 

become low frequency amplifiers. It will be ~oted that 
the receiver secondary circuit comprises the variable 
condenser C-2 and two fixed inductances E and E. The 
inductance E is not coupled to the antenna circuit but 
it is mounted, together with the inductance A of the 

Anfenntx 

Simplified diagram of Radio Set Type E· 13 transmittinc tube circuit 

antenna, in the form of a variometer. Tuning of the 
antenna circuit is accomplished by means of the con
denser C and by the inductance Al in series with the 

(.,.:>--... 

It. 

Circuit diagram of Receiver Type A·I 

inductance A. The coil Al may be entirely or partly 
used, or cut out of the circuit. \Vhen receiving un
damped or continuous waves the coil H coupled to the 
coil E serves to maintain the local oscillations by the 
tube L for heterodyne reception. - The coil H may be 
cut out of the circuit when damped waves are re
ceived. The tubes L-2 and L-3 comprise a low fre
quency amplifier and they are coupled by the trans
formers T-l and T-2. The telephones are coupled to 
the plate circuit of the tube L-3 through the trans
former T -3. The commutation switch provides for 
rapid changeover from receiving to transmitting. 

It will be noted by reference to the circuit diagrams 
of the French undamped wave vacuum tube sets, that pro
vision was made for radio-telephony, the sets being 

~ , -

1 

I 

A Ford Radio Tractor, D1viaional"Headquarters Radio 

fairly efficIent though never so used in the armies. 
\\'e have already indicated the difficulty in suppressing 
indiscreet language over wired telephone circuits 
where theoreticalh-, at least, they could be made 
secret. It need not be explained wl;at would have re
sulted if radio-telephony had been utilized to intercept 
stations the Germans were operating against tis. The 
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slang phrase "I'll tell the \Vorld" would have had a 
real meaning in that case. 

This article outlines in a technical way the offensive 
or communication radio service in our army. It does 

Simplifitd diagram of Radio Set Type E-13 rec\iving tube circuits 

not picture the problem of the individual stations 
or their operators, who by their efforts made their 
particular station efficient and reliable and thus con
tributed to the successful entity. Imagine yourself 
the operator of a regimental or brigade headquarters 
station located in a muddy dugout, with a gas curtain 
over your dugout entrance and you with a gas mask 
on trying to get a message through, hoping the next 
shell doesn't take away your antenna, or that you are 
the operator of a station in an abandoned French 
home in a tiny village, or in the kitchen of an old stone 
house which could not have been very comfortable at 
its best, but now damp, cold and bare of everything 
that suggests a human habitation, is your combined· 
workshop and habitation. If it is winter it is cold 

View showing interior of Fiat Tractor in which was mounted both an E-S 
bis Set and an E-l0 bis Set. The E-l0 bis equipment can be seen throuch 

the open door 

and clammy and you yourself are covered with the 
grey mud of northern France. This is not a very en
couraging condition under which to . operate your 
station, but it may at any moment become the only 
means of communication and you are always one of 
the important links that make the various networks 
outlined above effective. You are left mainly on your 
own responsibility, your personal trials and tribulations 
would make interesting reading, but unfortunately they 
could not be recorded in this article. 

Radio Restrictions Removed 

It is announced by the Navy Department that restric
tions on amateur, technical and training schools and 
experimental stations are removed· on 

October 1st 
Applir.ations for transmitting licenses will be received by mail only at the local offices of the Radio 

Inspector, Department of Commerce. 
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Part III 

I T can reasonably be said that every move the enemy 
made after January, 1918, was observed and followed 

by American radio intercept, radio goniometric (compass 
stations) or ground listening stations. Intelligence of 
the greatest value concerning the enemy's plans and dis
position of his troops was deduced from these interceJ'ts 
and observations. 

This source of information, so cleverly developed by 
1.he French and British, was utilized and improv~d to such 
an extent that toward the close of hostilities it was one of 
the most trustworthy aids to the operations of the Amer
ican army. Information was obtained by these means 
which could not have been secured in any other manner. 
and the stations also continually served to check informa
tion received from other sources. 

It was through information furnished by the radio 
goniometric stations that we had the ability to locate 
accurately every German radio station in the 5t. Mihiel 
salient on the days preceding the attack of September 12, 
1918. The operation of the German stations furnished 
the only proof that the enemy had not withdrawn from 
the salient, and this proof-even in the face of over
whelming evidence to the contrary-prevented an elev
enth hour change in the plans for the attack and a pos
sible change in results. 

The operation of the radio intercept and radio gonio-

metric stations and T. P. S. (ground telegraph) and wire 
telephone listening stations and the forwarding of all 
data to the Intelligence Section of the General Staff, A. 
E. F., was performed by the Radio Section (Intelligence) 
of the Radio Division, Signal Corps. In the words of 
the Intelligence Officer of the First American Army, 
"upon the efficiency of the Radio Section depended, in 
large part, the success of the Intelligence Section of the 
General Staff." 

Unceasing vigilance was required of the officers and 
men of the Radio Section, together with the ability to 
meet the myriad ever-changing conditions. Too much 
credit cannot be given to the enlisted personnel. The 
trying conditions under which they labored, and the im
portant results achieved by them were bywords to all 
who had knowledge of this service. 

The Radio Section operated stations of six separate 
and distinct kinds, as follows: radio intercept stations 
which copied messages, generally in code, transmitted 
from German ground-radio stations; control stations 
which supervised the work of American radio stations 
and reported and stopped the use by our own forces of 
"dear" ( uncoded) English a nd prevented other dan
gerous practices that might have served a useful purpose 
to the enemy; goniometric or radio compass stations 
which secured bearings on enemy radio stations, the 

Radio goniometric station at Froidoa in the 
Verdun sector 

Radio int~rcept .tation at Anaauville in the 
Toul sector 

Radio goniometric atation at Landrecourt in 
the Verdun sectorc I 
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transmittal of this data, enabling the Intelligence Section 
(General Staff) to accurately locate the stations geo
graphically; airplane intercept stations which copied mes
sages transmitted from enemy planes to the enemy ground 
radio station; airplane goniometric stations which lo
cated enemy observation and radio fire control airplanes 
and sent the bearings immediately to the Air Service, 
which in turn sent our pursuit planes to destroy or drive 

Camouflqed radio .. oni~metric atation on the Toul front 

the enemy planes behind their lines; listening stations, 
which copied telephone and T. P. S. (ground telegraph) 
messages, thereby securing valuable information from 
enemy communications and at the same time policing our 
own telephone lines to see that dangerous conversation 
was not held over accidentally grounded circuits. The 
work of listening stations will be more fully described in 
another article of this series. 

Before passing to the description of the apparatus used 
in the various types of stations and to outline the organ
ization of the Radio Section (Intelligence), the following 
incidents may be of especial interest. They represent 
only a few of the many scoops that were made in addition 
to the daily confirmation of the enemy battle order, which 
may be briefly explained as the identification of the Ger
man units then in the trenches before us. Frequently the 
relief of a certain German unit was discovered before it 
had left the communication trenches. 

On March 11, 1918, an entirely new code was put into 
service by the Gennans. This was considered of great 
importance and indicated that the long-.expected German 
attack would soon take place. All avaIlable officers and 
men of the Intelligence Section (General Staff) were as
signed to its solution. On March 13, 1918, a message in 
an old solved code was intercepted by one of our radio 
intercept stations of the Radio Section (Intelligence). It 
was from a German radio station which had received a 
message in the new code and stated that the addressee 
was unable to read the message but asked that it be re
peated in the. old code . . From the call l~tt~rs given in 
this message It was pOSSIble to find the ongmal message 
in the new code and the repetition in the old code, both 
having been copied. Comparison of the two gave a num
ber of solutions which were at once communicated to the 
British and French intelligence sections .. With this as a 
start rapid solution was assured, so that before the Ger
man~ themselves were really familiar with their own new 
code it was being decoded by all of the Allies. The im-

portaoce of the solution of this new German code carr 
hardly be overestimated. 

When it is considered that the message copied ap
peared to the radio intercept station operator simply as a 
series of letters without meaning, which is the hardest 
type of message to copy, and that in order to be sure of 
getting the valuable messages it was necessary to copy 
seve!al hundred useless one~ each day over long. periods 
of tIme, also that the copymg was done under difficult 
conditions and through interference which would have 
confused all but the best operators then it will be pos
sibl<: to ap~reciate the .fine w~rk do~e by the men of the 
Radio SectIon. In thIS one mstance a few minutes of 
inattention, a single mistake in call letters or the missing 
of a few groups of the code in one of the messages would 
have made the other useless: The American operators 
were. the only ones who copIed all three messages with 
sufficIC!lt accuracy to he useful, thereby enabling us to 
lay claim to the credit of performing this vital service for 
the Allies on the western front. 

On. the afternoon of April 24, 1918, a German message 
was mtercepted from the St. Mihiel sector, announcing 
that an enemy attack had been postponed on account of 
bad .weather. At 1.25 p. m. and again at 1.32 p. m on 
Apnl 2~, messag.es ~vere again. received ordering the Ger
man artillery battenes to remain at absolute attention and 
announcing that the barrage signal would be "BLUE." 
Our troops were notified and the necessary steps were 
taken to successfully combat the enemy raid which took 
place that night. . 

At 9.05 .p. m. on April 28 a German message ordering 
an attack In the Toul sector at 1.00 a. m. was intercepted 
and. telegraphed to the Intelligence Section (General 

Radio division officer inspecting a camouflaged goniometric at,tion on 
the Toul front 

Staff) decoding office, where it was decoded and our 
troops were warned thirty minutes before the attack 
~it~out a well organized. s~stem for copying and trans~ 
mlttmg these messages thiS mformation would have been 
received too late to have been useful. It should be noted 
that in this case, as in others, the radio intercept station 
operators had no knowledge of the important nature of 
the message. 

Again o~ June 14, 1918, a German message was inter
cepte~ ~tatl!lg that. the French ~er~ preparing an attack 
and gIvmg mstructlOns for meeting It. The French Amly 
Staff was notified. \Ve were later infom·rel!l b the ErcJlfh 
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that they had planned an attack at the designated point 
and that our information that the Germans were prepared 
for it enabled the French to take the necessary precau
tions. 

The radio goniom~tric stations (radio compass sta
tions), like the intercept stations, performed excellent
work; in spite of daily changes in the call letters of 
enemy stations they located accurately nearly all the 
enemy radio stations. The care and accuracy shown by 
the operator enabled the Intelligence Section (General 

The first radio intercept and goniometric atation at General Headquarters, 
A. E. P., at Chaumont 

Staff) to follow the movements of the German stations 
with precision and certainty. These movements often 
disclosed the intentions of the enemy. 

One case in particular is very interesting. Just before 
the American attack on the St. Mihiel salient there were 
many indications that the enemy had withdrawn and the 
advisability of advancing the .infantry without arti}l~ry 
preparation was seriously considered. The final deCISIOn 
to make the attack as originally planned was based upon 
the observations made by radio goniometric stations that 
enOOlY radio stations were still active in their old loca
tions. 

The airplane radio intercept stations also gave an ex
cellent account of themselves by reporting the location of 
enem.y radio fire control airpla!lCs worki~g wit~ the G~r
man'~rtillery, enabting,the vanous Amencan Air Servl.ce 
Squadrons to interfere with many well planned hostile 
"shoots," as a local radio controlled artillery action was 
tenned." . 

The first American radio intercept station was estab-
lished at Souilly in December, 1917, at the Headquarters 
of the Second French Army, which was defendi~g the 
Verdun sector. Due to the inexperience ofthe men It Was 
difficult at first to obtain satisfactory results, but after a 
few we~ks they' became so proficient that the Intelligence 
Section of the Second French Army requested copies of all 
messages intercepted by thi~ station. On !':lew Year's !?ay, 
1918, another intercept station was establIshed at Sou.Illy, 
one station serving to copy short-wave German stations 
and the other long-wave German stations. These stations 
were soon moved, one to Landrecourt a.nd the other to 
Froidos, both towns being a short distance back of 
Verdun.· . f 

After the First Division had taken over a portion 0 

the front northwest of Toul, intercept stations were estab
lished at Ansauville, eight kilometers from the batt.le 
front . After a few months of bombardment and gas tn 
this location the stations were moved to Menil-Ia-Tour 
and then to Toul, where better wire connections to Gen
eral Headquarters A. E. F. could be secured. In the 
meantime the radio intercept stations at Froidos and 

Landrecourt were moved back to Souilly, First Army 
Headquarters, where they remained until the advance of 
the First Army on the Argonne front made it necessary 
to move them forward. 

Most of the radio intercept operators had their share 
of thrills. For two weeks the Germans were endeavoring 
to destroy an ammunition dump located' about a quarter 
mile from the intercept station at Landrecourt and about 
six miles from the lines, requiring the Germans to use 
a heavy calibre gun to reach it. A number of these huge 
shells landed in close proximity to our stations, throwing 
shell fragments and stones into the station huts. The 
operators stuck to their posts during these bombard
ments, although no protection whatever was afforded 
them. The dump was finally hit and exploded, its force 
breaking the. oiled cloth windows of the radio station hut 
and upsetting a storage battery on the head of the opera
tor. This man thereupon showed his courage by calmly 
replacing the heavy battery and continuing to copy. 

Following the formation of the Second American Army 
in October, 1918, the Radio Section Base was established 
at Toul, with detachments operating in both the First 
and Second Armies. The First Army detachment moved 
its headquarters and intercept stations to what was 
known as "Radio Hill," near Essey, while the Second 
Army detachment established stations and quarters in 
dugouts formerly occupied by the enemy, on the crest 
of an eminence six kilometers from the line and over
looking the entire front of the Second Army. When the 
First American army pushed ahead in the Argonne, the 
intercept stations at Souilly were moved forward and 
installed on the top of the citadel at Verdun. This loca
tion afforded a perfect target for the enemy artillery. 
Gas alarms were an everday occurrence, antennce were 
Ctlt down and the stations were showered with shrapnel. 

The equipment in the radio intercept station comprised 
standard French radio intelligence apparatus, together 
with some specially designed :\fan'oni receivers which 

Fort Landrecourt forminJt portion of Verdun defenae aa aeen from radio 
intelhgence Itation at Landrecourt 

gave excellent results. The French equipment was known 
by the following names: 

Receiver Type No.2. 
Receiver Type No.3. 
Receiver Type A-I. 
Amplifier Type 3-ter. 
Amplifier Type L-3. 
Amplifier Type R-2 bis. 
Amplifier Type R-3 ter. 
Wave Meter Type No. 2. 

Receivers, Types No.2 and No.3, each consisted of a 
primary and secondary circuit made up oJ variable 
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Radio goniometric atations on Toul front provided with aman loopa of American design 

capacity and a variable inductance as shown in the circuit 
diagrams. The secondary of the Receiver Type No.2 
is arranged so that the coupling between the primary and 
secondary circuit may be varied by pulling out a movable 
section of the receiver box upon which the secondary 
inductance is mounted. A four.;point switch on the panel 
makes it possible to connect the secondary circuit directly 
into the antenna for stand-by listening or to inductively 
couple it with the primary circuit for tuning purposes. 
Multi-point switches are provided for primary and sec
ondary inductances by means of which the desired num-

The Receiver Type No.3 is similar in both electrical 
and mechanical construction to Receiver Type No. 2 
with the exception that the coupling between the primary 
and the secondary inductances is varied by rotating a por
tion of the secondary inductance within the primary in
ductance. Receiver Type No.2 is designed to be utilized 
on wave lengths from 1.50 meters to 6,000 meters and 
Receiver Type No.3 from 300 meters to 15,000 meters. 

Both the Receiver Type A-I and the Amplifier Type 
3-ter have been described in a previous article. 

The Amplifier Type L-3 was used principally for re-

~--------------~---------------------------------------------------J'eoo&lo 
C,· .0001 mf Cs = .0001 mt: R, = R~. R.J = 70,000 Ohms AtnnJlf/ Ii. n /;1$ rt'a'iv~r 

! C1 = .25 mf. C4 • • 004 m r. r,. ~ -IS • 5 megohms" -~. fer '1pe .. ~2 

Circuit diagram of Amplifier Type R·2 bia 

ber of tt~rns may be used in both the primary and sec
ondary Inductances respectively. Numerous auxiliary 
switches are provided on both multi-point switches to dis
connect · the unused portions of primary and secondary 
inductances in order to avoid the absorption of energy 
by setting up oscillation in such unused portions or dead 
ends. By means of two switches, fixed condensers may 
be connected in shunt with the variable condensers of the 
primary and secondary circuit. 

ceiving on loops; a description of this instrument will be 
given hereafter in connection with the radio goniometric 
station equipment. 

Amplifier Type R-2 bis comprises four standard 
~ren~h yacuum tubes, as shown in t~e acco~panying 
ClrCUlt diagram, coupled by means of high non-mductive 
resistances. All four tubes may be used in series, or the 
last two tubes may be cut out of the circuit. With four 
tubes it works best on wave lengths above 800 meters, 
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while with only two tubes in operation it may be used 
to receive efficiently wave lengths as low as 400 meters. 
The Amplifier R-2 bis was designed particularly for the 
reception of weak signals. The accompanying simplified 
circuit diagram will aid in an understanding of the com
plete diagram; all of the vacuum tubes being connected 
in the same way. In this diagram it will be seen that 
the grid is connected by means of a resistance to the 

quency amplifying effect may be very great. This defect 
is avoided by connecting several vacuum tubes in series, 
the first vacuum tubes then acting as high frequency 
amplifiers for weak signals and the last one almost solely 
as a detector. It will therefore be observed that this 
amplifier is particularly adapted for receiving weak sig
nals. It also aided considerably in eliminating strong 
static. . 

\ ; 
If 
t' 1-------' . I 

C,-CZ-$M.f.' CJ.C4.~ Cs .. ~ (icnfoo c,-w=7i& <;g=C/O=Kfoo 
f/,=dz·~·o;- 5 megohms. cfs· I megohm 

RI-Rl=RJ=~·Rs· 70,(J()(J tiJms 
AmpliFier Jyp' /iJ Irr " 

L~dslo 
receiver 

Circuit diagram of amplifier Type R-3 ter 

pOSItive lead of the 4-volt filament battery. The grid 
potential between the points Cl and C2 charges the grid 
condenser which in tum imparts its charge to the grid 
in the usual manner, giving rise to variations in the fila
ment plate current. The plate is connected through the 
resistance R to the positive lead of the 80 volt plate fila
ment circuit B battery. The potential drop through the 
resistance R therefore takes place in accordance with 
variations of the plate current and therefore high fre
quency amplified oscillations are available. There is 
also a simultaneous detecting action carried on and 
the proportion of the two effects depends upon the 
strength of the signals received. The high frequency 
amplifying effect will be preponderant for weak SIgnals, 
while the detecting effect is the greater on strong signals. 
The result is that for the circuit arrangement described 
a single vacuum tube so connected will work well on 
strong signals as evidenced by the telephone, but it will 
not work well on weak signals, although the high fre-

The amplifier R-2 bis is arranged to receive either 
damped or undamped waves. It is provided with what 
the French term a "compensator," which in our parlance 
is familiarly known as a "capacity feed back" or "regen
erative coupling." Briefly, the purpose of this "com
pensator" is to maintain the production of high frequency 
local oscillations on the self-heterodyne principle, when 
receiving undamped waves. ~Then four tubes are used 
it couples the plate of the fourth tube back in the grid 
of the first tube, while it couples the plate of the second 
tube in the grid of the first tube when only two tubes are 
used. The compensator's pointer should be to the right 
when receiving undamped waves and to the left when 
receiving damped wave~. 

The Amplifier Type R-3 ter is very similar electrically to 
Amplifier Type R-2 bis, as will be observed from the ac
companying diagram, but it has six steps of high-fre
quency amplification and t,,::; "'c:p:.' of low frequency am
plification. This makes a total of ei~ht standard French 

Operator copying short wave length radio in
tercepts in Toul sector 

Locatinlf German field station in a radio
gonlometric station on the Toul front 

Copying coded German mel.agea in a long 
wave lencth radio intercept atstion on the 

Toul .ector 
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vacuum tube'; u':;ed in constn,dion. in thu 
TYF~u R -2 bi,:; the last UuCUUIRl tube of high frequeney 
amplifier serves as a detector. The two last vacuum tubes 
serve only as low frequency amplifiers of the amplified 
and uuutifiedaudible frt?:quen11h ;3ignaJ impulsus, 

This amplifier may be used to receive signals on wave 
lengths varying from 2,000 meters to 20,000 meters for 
eith21r damped nr undtJ11ped ;,';,aaes. Rarther "v,'d .. n .. , 

of function of scrz';;illed will 
omitted, as it has been explained in connection with the 
Amplifier R-2 bis. Attention is directed, however, to the 
fact that whaTl undamped waaes are be n:cRved 

AMeUFIER 
TYPE L'3 

'Iv. 80V 

plate of the sixth vacuum tube is coupled back to the grid 
of the %'irst 

Paruision also in Amplifick' Type fr~:J tel' 
utilize a variable number of vacuum tubes. A switch is 
provided whereby seven or eight lamps may be util-

~~~' b:~~~v:~~dn~r that ~~eA~;-~~~l~~~~~ may be used 
in accordance with the desires of the operator. 

The most penerally l,llied waaemeter calibration 
posel, radio rtatioI1s ;,'las that knoWll 
Meter Type No.2, and it was adapted to be used for a 
wave length range of 150 meters to 1700 meters. A few 
of the "avel fe:ltures this 'I121se-metee will obserneil 
in the accompanying cireuit diagram. The calibtated cit~ 
cuit comprises two inductances, the first in 'three sec
tions and a variable condenser with s pointer movir~ 
over arc F~t:lduat{:d in watt: lengthr, Three rcales lJf 
wave length are engraved on the arc, corresponding to 
the cases when one, two or three sections of the first 
induetence aee eonneded into calHH;;11ed circuit. 
bUZZ£'f circuit closely coupkd with first inductanc:e 
of the calibrated circuit, serving to set up oscillations in 
it. By means of a double switch the coupling coil of the 
buzzl:J circuit tnay. her etat out mid the hnzzer be made 
serve as a "tikker," periodically breaking and dosing the 
calibrated circuit, for the detection of undamped waves. 
The {itr:'rectm' circuit two coils WOHnd on the saIiill 
spool placed in~tide the first :indnctanne of the: calibrated 
circuit: A double, three-way switch makes it possible, 
first, to connect the two coils in series opposing for meas-
urenClents of emitted waves ( Ern) ; se(:ondly, 
connect in one wil alGnG for of shoet wa"ocs 
(position PO); third, to connect the two coils in series, 
aiding- for the reception of long- waves (position GO) 
An {loil whieh can connected the 
tenna circuit more or less closely with the calibrated cir
cuit is made up of two coils, the second of which is used 
for the the leaves. 

sernka perfofnned the goniometric 
tiolls was dnsely aUil:d that the rabkn inteeeept 
stations, inasmuch as the determination of the point of 
origin ,?f ~ German m~ssage which ~ad b!!en copied by 
our endto mtcrcept etattons sit<led tht< j ntelhgenl~e Sechvcn 
of the Gene.",l Stan in the preparation of· their charts 
of German radio activity and helped to locate the con
ce:ntsrltion Germ,l" troopr in diffeennt s{tdions of the 
line, 

The work done by our radio goniometric stations was 
greatly facilitated by the adoption of a small revolving 
fnitrie to the somewhat cTRmbersome French 
frame. The smaller frame w"'s found to be much easier 
to rotate, especially while working in a heavy wind. The 
operators were enablrd in this way obtair more 
inf'sllvith ll"cura'f,l whil" he int2"Sl";ty 017 the 
sii~~i~ remained abo~t· the:~me. ""'~' ,., 

In addition to our radio intercept stations radio gonio
metns: statUins were established at Froidos Landre
cout during January, 1918, and in 1.Iarch a station was 
installed at Ansauville in the Toul sector. The Ansau-
ville r:;oniomatric station located in very dan-
gertl%fi posillen, it was latee moved back Meni1~la-
Tour. This station while at Ansauville and Menil-Ia
Tour was the first radio goniometric station operated by 
Americans an American " DtRring an 
tack un the Toul front on 27, 8, it operated 
by two men for the 24 hours a day and took 650 bear-
ings, thus establishing a record that was never subse-
quently beeten or even equnled. understand 
this figure means, one should have had actual experience 
in operating a gonio. In order to take one bearing it is 

I tlne the statiO!l by Hl:lnipuhltitlg 
the knobt the receIoer with one hcnd, 
while rotating the revolving frame with the other to find 
the two points of silence, in the meantime noting the call 

tunc :Hid of then figuring the rnc:%%l 

~ . 
l'.??,1i 

i 

"."HE". 

Circuit diagram of Receiver Type No.2 

of these. The wave-length and intensity of SIgnals have 
to be determined, and whether a message or a call was 
sent, and in edditio!1 record made all this data. vm 
Radio Section men this an 3.nerage one eel:"Y 
two minutes for eight hours! 

The first radio goniometric station in the Toul sc'cto!' 
hanmp proet'n so three of these statlOns 
established in July, 1918, along the front taken over by 
the A~erica.n Army in t~e ~~ul ~ec~.or. The statio11~~ 
werVl locatcll at Rl)1fllumel l_ormenlsle and Saiz('l 

t:J ........... 
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Alsu July 1918, radiu goniometric 
taken (?ver the F(ench Fighth Army auF operated 
by personnel comprising both French and American sol
diers. These stations were located at Tomblaine, Lune
ville and BEynuilte. 

In anticipatIon of <pen warfare, the American 2 kw. 
automobile tractor radIO sets were converted into mobile 
radio, dc st~±.ti(lns and equiPFod with Radio 
Typ~;: The of thrsr tractars proved ;0 usAel 

::::t:~gtht b~~:an 25~~:~i~~f ~~:~~~, for 
taneously determining the direction from which they were 
se~t. Two such. stati~ons worki~g in c~njunction served 

~i.i!~f:t:ri~:~:~~~f:.atYT~: i~~~l~i;~i:ti~n=botit~:;tf~~ 
square, is mounted above the roof on the end of a heavy 
wOs')den shaft, and een be rotated mean~ of a he"nd 
whael attaahad to shaft inside hut. The 
and smaller loops previously described were much easier 
to rotate. 

nals w~~;,::~i~~~rd ¥~~~hl::;p t~~d luuPw~~::;::r t~i~~~fi~ 
which was in turn connected to the amplifier that detected 
t~e. signals, A Germen transmitting station hayi.ng been 

'r pllskatt up, loop was minted a tat¥lt1on 'wns 

L-y 

L-3 

that two more tractors were rebuilt as described. In the 
St. FliFiel gre~±.t nalue. One 
statinl1ed at one Royanmeix, one 
Saizerais. The readings of all stations were transmitted 
by radio and, as the attack progressed, the Cornieville 
tractoe advattr<:ed and {rYlOk a tkLOre foeward rel'sition 
Hattonville. The tractors Were afterward sent to the 
Verdun sector, where they continued their excellent work. 

In lattee part September, the FouiometFs: 
statimls of thy'Freneh ot VOl1l1ourt al1hW omhee, in 
Verdun sector, were taken over from the French: These 
stations gave good results under American control until 
the Mihiel drive then; stranded, as thn 
expressed it-in the "Service of Supplies." 
T~e three ra?io gon!ometric tractors mc;>ved . from .!~e 

Toul eector tile Vesyelln seetoe were stattoDeO at V1ile~ 
sur- j\.oeyeourt smd Verdnn. In zso-opeL'ation with 
three French radio goniometric tractors they covered the 
advancing front extending from the western edge of the 
Argtyone to right the First American 
of Verdun. They were later supplemented by a per
manent station at Verdun. Reports from the "gonio 
tractors" were transmitted by radio the p, C T., k~ 
cated Fi:Z'y;t Arm\ Headq33s±.rters, s±."d to Head~ 
quarters of the Second AmerIcan Army on our right and 
to the Headquarters of the Fourth French Army on our 
left. The of tde adnsm,:e the trattors con~ 
tinually on move, and oftrnzimes they wor\ed as 
as 75 kilometers from their base in the shell-torn and 
gas drenched territory just back of the fighting line. 

Thn nquipmy;nt used in both the pennanent tractur 
radio-goniometric stations was standard French radio 
equipment for the most part and was identified as fol-
lows Goniometric stntion, mmplete, a 
rece1"z±.r-Typa No. No, Loop CompeTlYlator, 
Amplifier Type L-3. A portable wooden hut was sup
plied to house the instntments and provide shelter for the 
opemtm:"s. 

The apparatus of the goruometric station was con
nected up in accordance with the accompanying schematic 
diagl'lnL Th; hut and equipment seaal,d as 

found in which the signals became inaudible; approach
ing this position alternately from opposite directions, an 

. ~:,~:n~~proni~l1at~fy iliini~il:::c~i~~ibilith ~~iYTh the ;i!:!~ 
were coming; when the signal was faintest the plane of 
the loop was known to be perpendicular to the direction 
from which sign:!l was emning. at firk,t no UV:33"".7' 

of cornplete silence was obtamed, the loop compensator 
was used and successive adjustments of the compensator 
and DIane of the were made 1m til comnlete silenee 
w'" ,fr,l)tain,·"l An r£,inter a di~ f nn the 
sh;ft'indic;t'~d the geograph;~' bearings fora~ali' positions 
of the loop. 

vaiiabl;~~l:I~~:~~:k~~Jer';;l: \~~~h ~ithur 30~~t:ft~:: 
condensers· in the circuit diagram herewith they are 
illustrated conjunction "lith the loop compensator. 
The kYlOp cc)mpensaLO%' was tBed to )orrect znequoHty 
of the capacities of the two leads to the loop with respect 
to the ground. The loop compensator is simply an air 

~(I:~~z~~~r ::,:e tzr:::s p~a~~:;n~t':d fintd and m;A~ 
the two-loop leads through the loop receiver while the 
movable plate is grounded. It is therefore possible, by 
rotaIlog tb, plata'<, to capacitias 
of the leads the loop to a eertain extent. This adjust-

No.3 

ment is good for any wave-length, but it is extremely 
CritlcS! with T',~fere[ycT' 4-0 thn nc.sitioyy the cznsratof' ""d 
an;·~~;asse~·(X metaT;,~d oth~~'· simi';r effect~~~ ,~ .. 

The Amplifier Type L-3 was designed for receiving 
sighzals on lengtht . from 200 to metaBi. 
It mokes use of fom French vaCUtHH tubet, AtS 

will be seen from the accompanying circuit diagram. 
The first three tubes act as high frequency amplifiers. 
Tha fourth Lttbe, in "y,shich grid connacted tit the 
positive lead of the filament by means of a conductor, in 
which is placed a condenser C shunted by a high resist
ance R, acts C5 a detector. The low deteeted 

t:J ........... 
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e%Enrent ~,gain by the 2R2Rwnd third tubes. 
The fizzt "high ttequenzy" part the apparatut [c,rms 

an amplifier with a transformer having thin sheet iron 
cores. High frequency currents flow through the trans
former [n71rked He The 7kttlplifi2Rd current's flow tdrcugh 
the condensers, shuting the windings of the low fre
quency transformers, whose impedance is very high for 
high frerqllencies, which permits the flU\Ec of the 4:on
tincous emnpon2Rnt of thn filamt:t1t~plate z'urrent, For 
currents of audible frequency the capacity of the con
densers is greater than the reactance of the transformers. 

1O'W~fcequench currentz therUure flm:j the 

LOOP. 

c:offijfcntor 

2R:,nsfortncr and are anmlified the seeond 
and third tubes a;; in an urdinary low,frequency am
plifier. 

The numher of "ent "dear" English~un-
(:oded-and othee of tho radio rogulatiozr of 
the A. E. F., demonstrated the need for stations which 
specialized in copying messages transmitted by American 
fiUd static,ns, Town control intercer,t rtations of this shar
aeteE." were establislied at Tuul in' Jtdy, 1918, One ;:;ta
tion copied damped wave-signals and the other station 
copied undamped wave-signals. When the First Army 
m'~'dqua"""s m(,"""l to ::""lilly uo,bn1ped ""ve-
~~~~~ol st~tl'ons ~~;~ put i;t~ operation t~f:'~pervi~~"the 
work of American operators in that sector; by promptly 

sent' "clear" they several oc-
Gbsions suppznssing dangsm}us of 
radio communication. 

At the time that the chain of radio goniometric stations 
est.,hlished along thz: Toul radio in-

tercept stations were installed at Royaumeix and Tom
blaine. From Royaumeix a special telephone line to Toul 

used send "alerts" the and similar 
cormections were Dsuvided fjom to 

French Air Service pursuit squadrons. The radio gonia
metric stations generally took bearings only on German 

pkkeJa~;l b;t~~~n;~,;~\ :~~;Cm:nradi:i~it~~~~~n;ta~i~~ 
all radio goniometric stations were notified and bearings 
were immediately taken to determine the nosition of the 

plans, This work unuzually , and 

~~[ in dis!tfs~~l:ib~r tha appe;lr;ifi~~d~f 
American pursuit planes which were enabled to fly di
rectly to the approximate location of the German plane. 
The resurd of anemy ;hrplane flights, signals~ sent 
and the portion of the fiont ovei which the German 
planes operated, was' of great assistance to the Intelligence 
J7~t!?~:}1~~~nerel Staff) in compiling their charts Df hos~ 

In the Verdun sector a combined airplane radio inter
cept and airplane radio goniometric station was able to 
h><:ate ttri:<ny hO'<!ile airphsnes, aah by maaas of special 
telegraph wire it was possible to immediately gi ve iiotifi~ 
cation of an enemy radio fire control airplane calling its 
battery, The Intalligence Section (General Staff) was 
il1ually :pble to <dsntify Germai< artiUnod battt:::oh abOUT 
to fire and notify the proper counter battery commander. 
Our artillery was often able to counteract the German 
astil~~~~};~r~~:(]metimes euen bcfm'e it reallh started 

A press and general radio intercept station was estab-
lished in the fall of 1917 at j:1,merican Gencrral Head, 

m Chaumont. This station Euro-
pean press messages and communiques, as well as nearly 
all commercial and official business transacted between 

Pomers and neutral z:ountrisr Inasmnch as 
Nauen POZ) carried mucd 5uspidaus high speed 
transmission with Spain-ascertained by copying the cor
rections transmitted by hand of the high-speed message 
tsxt-plaus had been made to inp:taU high pspeed raaeption 
apparatus at this station, but the armistice intervened. 

This ~rticle ~ould not be cOIEP!ete without recording 
serr::'n ren(zsif~d by leooert was 

/;. 
",£-01 

~--------~~~~ 

Circuit diagram of wave meter_Type. NOl. 2 and 3 

untiring in his efforts and was largely responsible for the 
excellent results nbtainad by the Radio Section, Nor 
would .. artidc be comhlete unless :ic:knowlsdhment 
was made to the French Army for the results obtained 

our Radio Section. By furnishing equipment and ra- ' 
stations and *,speciall( by perrnzlal assistance 

ginen by khe Fssn::h army radio intelligcnce officer::;, the 
American Radio Se(:tion was able to reach a state of high 
operating efficiency in a short time which otherwise would 
h;we bc(~n impossable. 

f(rurth (ustahnent treless in the appear 

in an early issue of the Wireless Age. 
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Wireless in the A. E. F. 
First Authentic Account of the Organization of the Radio 
Division of the Sig!lal Corps and an inside View of the 
Great Obstacles Which Americans Had to Overcome 

By Lieut. Col. L. R. Krumm 
Officer in Charge of Radio Division, Signal Corps, A. E. F. 

and CapL Willi, H. Taylor, Jr. 
Co-ordination Officer, Radio Division, Signal" Corps, A. E. F. 

Part IV-Li.teniq Station. 
LISTENING stations The interception of T. P. 

S. messages naturally could 
not be prevented, and, as 
with radio, the use of code 
was compulsory, but even 
here the Germans attempted 
to prevent the effective use 
of our listening stations by 
employing interfering 
screens of audio-frequency 
ground currents, as will be 
explained later. 

were a development of 
trench warfare, so it natur': 
ally followed that the credit 
for the first utilization of 
the sensitive low frequency 
vacuum tube in connection 
with grounded antenna 
covering a considerable 
area was variously claimed 
by the different armies en
gaged in the war before 
our entry. Documents pub
lished by the Intelligence 
Service of the British 
Army indicated that the 
German army used their 
stations against them at the 
first battle of the Marne. 
Certain it is, that at the end 
of the war, the Germans 
were as well informed re
garding listening stations 
as were the Allies. 

This UsteDinc atation _s located in a Voagel mountain sector and _. 
operated jointly by the French and Americana 

Toward the end of the 
trench warfare operations, 
listening stations lost a ccn
siderable part of their ef
fectiveness because of the 
general knowledge of their 
use by all the armies. Pos
sibly the greatest factor in 
limiting the results obtained 
by the enemy listening sta
tions in interception of con
versations on our lines, 

The information regarding German listening stations 
published by the British Intelligence Service consisted of 
captured orders and other data indicating that at the be
ginning the Germans realized that the effectiveness of 
listening stations was unlimited, if knowledge of their ex
istence and efficiency could be kept from the enemy. They 
took extraordinary precautions to keep from their own 
men-other than those actively engaged in the operation 
of the stations-knowledge of the existence of these sta
tions. This was the reason why their soldiers, when taken 
prisoners, could give no hint to the Allies during the 
usual gruelling cross examination. All the information 
obtainable indicated that the operators were especially se
lected and trained for this duty, this personnel being en
tirely segregated from other troops and special arrange
ments made for their subsistence and maintenance, mak
ing it unnecessary, and in fact, almost impossible, for 
them to come into contact with the general body of the 
combat units. 

Stories were current of the early days of trench war
fare, when in many places the front line trenches were 
separated by a strip of No Man's Land only fifty yards 
wide and the necessity for the telephone code was not 
appreciated, that many an attack came to naught because 
of information intercepted from telephone lines of both 
sides by these listening stations. Later, when their use 
became general in all the armies, the Germans were evi- . 
dently so impressed by the effectiveness of their own sta
tions that they greatly restricted the use of the telephone 
in their front lines. The instruments were sealed and 
their use limited to absolute emergencies; an explanation 
was required from the breaker of the seal as to the neces
sity for usage of the telephone. 

10 

I:owever. was the radio section listening stations which 
acted as monitors of our own circuits. A well insulated 
and balanced metallic telephone circuit is practically im
mune against eavesdropping, but such lines were difficult 
to maintain in quiet sectors and practically impossible in 
active sectors. Faulty conditions on our own lines were 
therefore immediately revealed through our listening sta
tions, as well as the transmission of indiscreet messages 
over leaky or grounded telephone lines. As a result, our 
telephone circuits were maintained in the best possible 
condition through the operation of our listening stations 
against them as well as against those of the enemy. Many 
an infantry officer reading this article will realize for the 
first time the source of information upon which was based 
the reprimand he received for the transmission of an im
portant message in plain English over a telephone. 

The use of the listening station was continued in our 
army up to the last, even in mobile warfare, although con; 
ditions were generally unfavorable. The fact that the 
hastily rearranged and reconstructed telephone lines of 
the enemy were increasingly defective, compensated 
somewhat for the difficulties encountered in the operation 
and maintenance of our stations. 

Prior to the development of the listening station, adven
turous men in the Allied armies had endeavored to ascer
tain the enemies' plans by direct tapping of their telephone 
lines, signalmen crawling across No Man's Land on dark 
nights to bridge a telephone on the enemies' circuits. But 
even the advent of the listening station did little to lessen 
the hazards, and no activity of the Radio Section of the 
Signal Corps, A. E. F., was more thrilling-and more in
teresting-than the listening station service. 

The radio intercept and radio goniomete service wm[ich 
Digitized by GOog e 
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has been previously described was probably the source of 
more information, but these stations were usually placed 
from firr to ten kilometrE back the in locatirns of 
.comparative safety. In quiet sectors, and during the first 
months of our army's operations in France, this class of 
rtations tc~;)k on some sxtent th±~ humdsii?:l1 chas:1:1ter of 

c;ommeef'ial reeeiving etation. the Iietening etations 
located in dugouts in or near the front trenches were 
never without excitement, nor were the personnel as-

~:~~~:~ch~~~~arhdpating t~e aae~y to forget they 
While the function of the stations and the duties of the 

operators were limited in possibilities, life in a !iste~ing 
~;tation naver became nEnGtonone or lost its fasGEtl.t1on" 
T'hus the listening service became the goal of every mem
ber of the Radio Section who craved action and adven-
SlIre. necessckTy foe ;,zervice 

listeeing were more ordinadly dinnrrified" 
The first essential was a thorough familiarity with the 
German languag-e. The operators were given a course of 

familiarize thexTl with militnxIi phrakins they 
might expected to overhear, but fundamental knowl
edge of German was a necessity; time did not permit the 

!;;:~~~~:ifkn~~e larlf,'U~r' ~,r~:n \,;;:;~~7~f~:::~ 
descent and accustomed to speaking the enemy language 
previous to entering the army. 
"Our effort to obtakH suitable men 

request for Signal Corps the States to 
send over all the German-speaking radio operators avail
able. I!'~"lsmuch as the first detachment of 40 German
stT"!akinx radio which ak k ived alTlmt the hegin
n"ing of}anuary, 1918, apparently exhausted the supply, 
it was decided to make no further efforts in this direction. 

was fC±7%nd the,t the to and %'ecord T P. S. 
(ground tdegrapd) messages was \econdaxy to the aeces
sityof knowing German thoroughly, as T. P. S. code was 
sent slowly, usually not exceeding the rate of 10 or 12 
words minute" All ~1korts wero, therefz)oe, diraeted to 
obtain personnel by selecting men already in the l\.. E.F. 
having a knowledge of German and teaching them the 
T P. S" code. 

Our eIlorts to obtain mea from different line 
organizations in the A. E. F. were productive of many 
laughable results. Evidently the commanding officers of 

i:~~age ~:~med~~~d~~ :nd with Ii:::rerz;~~e~~ 
tionalities represented in our army the possibilities in 
selectio!' are ev~dent. Many also reporte,d with only a 
\tnattetLRkp of t ;[knnan were prompny returned to 
their outfits, except for a chosen few whos~ cooking abil
ity was utilized in place of alleged philological accom
plishments. 

The selection of German-speaking soldiers also had its 
hunmrous Whm the fisst detachment of ny:>era-

tors arrieed fronl the the men thems"elves 
had no definite idea of their prospective duties. An in
telligence officer "vas detailed to ascertain the extent of 

lingnistic of and few make any 
effort, ·for they were fearful that signs of ability coupled 
with German names might. ~e p.rejudicial to the.ir inter-

a of~~~arti~~;kP~~~~~l~!'~:!~;ld~~J~~:~tl~:~~:~ 
up; even then some of them did not disclose their true 
fluency. 

Special commeadation due the lien ia tdis sereb~ for 
their great devotion to their duties. Above all, a listen
ing station operator had to be observing, possess imagina-
tkkil and he to visualize po!?sihitities Z1cithin 
snatches enerne wnvessation came his and 
he had to do it quickly if his intuition was to be any 
value. We were fortunate in having in our service many 
o,eO pOk,se';sing the the of 

whom were those who had been newspaper reporters be
fore the war. 

conn:ktion the ol=tesation a listaniKlg sia" 
tion requires an understanding of the elementary electri
cal phenomena which it makes use of, principles which 
are the same those in T. p, S" (gwlmd telo~ 
graphIiJ operatirkDs. 1 shows . P. buzzor 
transmitter with its ground connections at the end of wires 
of approximately 100 meters length. The transmitter is an 
induction coil t>kking cnbnut 5 ~k!tripereS 10 in the 
primary, and gonerating in the secondary eoit a high voh" 
age alternating current of audible frequency. The sec
ondary coil is co!'nected direct to the grounds, the lines of 
k:urrent How bt,tween which are indicated by dotted 
lines in figure 1. The equipotential lines (shown in full 
lines in the figure) are perpendicular to the lines of cur-

~~~~ a:J whl~~tl:r~o~~~{:ti(l~he are ma~~ipT~k::~:i~ 
line, and if the wires leading to the earth connections are 
connected to a pair of telephone receivers, a current will 

IPS. fJlIzzer __ 2/~:-~~<.-:A -!:,Pllfier:~ 
k I---~'" ~/. ~ 

~ f--J-;) £ . 
"i~ '''::::::::y/ \ 

nieure 
T. P buzzer .. ktrr;rnamittet W2h Ita "Tkkud COZkTrrilOIll Ilk 

wires of approximately foo meters leD~ -

pass through the 'pho!'es" If current is of ",dncient 
the T" S. btlerer sigKtkt1s win heard, If thr 

current weak-and it usually is-it is necessary to in
sert an amplifier in the wires leading to the earth connec-

!ii~~~iiles .::rna: fer u~~:\t~~~~kliR:: ili~lKt%m ~k~: 
and the earth connections--or "earthed antenna," as they 
are called-make up the essentials of 8r listening station, 

of two ew"ths 4 6, \·nhkkh ara rituated 
on twu different equipotential lines, two earths. 5 and 6, 
on the same equipotential line are chosen, no current will 

flo~h{: li\t~~r~i~~~ti~~e b}~~er re~:~:;~~~r\n a~::-~: 
such as 4 and 7, which are at a greater difference of 
potential than the earths 4 and 6, give stronger signals 
than the earths 4 and 6. 

There is also another and lesser effect to be considered, 
the effed of. The <Itr"kelit 1, 3, is dosed 
circuit, the earth closing the circuit between 2 and 3. 
Similarly, 4, 6, 8, is a closed circuit. Therefore the buz-

Z~~~~%::~~~T;I~:~i:.pli~:;vina f~t s~te exter:t e1~~ 
question o£ phase difference, th~ inductive effect adds t~ 
the difference of potential effect, discussed in the oreced-

~li~::~kf:r~~~ m~t~~i~:r~~ei~ lst~~~~~~~~~l~~ t~~~~nt~~ 
difference of potential effect. Other effects such as the 
direct inductive and capacity reactions bewleen thr 
aartheh antenna of the hilzzer eiz"cuit th0"3nof th; 
amplifier circuit, etc., may be disregarded. because of thei~ 
relatively small importance in comparison to the first two 
efIecuL 

A gef\tmded telephone system Heed as souree e,f sig" 
nals may be considered in exactly the same way as has 
been done for the T. P. S. buzzer set; there is no differ" 
ence bLtween tke two . 

:Jiti7f O( 
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An insulated telephone system presents a slightly dif
ferent case. This system influences the receiving station 
only by induction. This it does in two ways: first, by 
direct inductive action on the loop of the receiving sta
tion; and second, indirectly, by inducing earth currents 
which are then picked up by the earths of the receiving 
station. If the line wires of a well insulated metallic tele
phone circuit are twisted together, the resultant tray field 
is feeble, and hence any inductive effect is small. It is 
practically impo sible to overhear ignals on such a sys
tem. 

If the two earthed antenna of the listening station 
( Figure 1) are entirely in ulated from the ground, and if 
the end , 4 and 6, are connected by a wire also insulated 
from the ground, we then have, instead of the earthed an-

Listening stations are a development of trench warfare and no activity of 
the Radio section was more thrilling and more interesting 

tenna, an insulated loop, and the station receives signals 
by· induction only. The insulated loop system was used 
to some extent by the French. · 

A listening loop utilizes inductive principles only, and 
its main advantages over the grounded antenna-in which 
it is very similar to the radio loop-is its comparative 
freedom from ground static . . Loops were not used exten
sively by us, because of the difficulties of properly main
taining and repairing them. Loops installed in trenches 
are too liable to injury, so we placed our reliance in 
grounded antenna. Several turns in the loop are neces
sary to obtain satisfactory results and this naturally adds 
to the maintenance difficulties. 

It must be remembered that these listening stations can 
be used only where conditions are favorable and when the 
opposing armies are fairly close together, as in trench 
warfare; aild also when the intervening conditions of the 
terrain are such as will not shunt or side-track the cur
rents which it is desired to intercept. An intervening 
river or gully or metaIlic geological formation was found 
to prevent successful operation in many places. 

It was necessary to get the ground plates as close to the 
enemy as possible, and their installation required the high
est type of bravery in the men who accomplished it. The 
personnel operating listening stations were continuously 
on duty one week, then off one week, which kept them in 
the . front lines considerably longer than was required of 
the infantry under ordinary conditions. 

The dugouts in which the stations were located were 
usually a few hundred meters from the front line, and 
generally in the support or communication trenches; but 
some times they were concealed under the ruins of a de
molished house or structure. One of the first stations 

established in the Toul Sector, where most of our troops. 
of all services obtained their first taste of real war, was in 
the village of Marvoisin at the foot of the ever menacing · 
Mt. Sec. The dugout was located under the ruins of an_ 
old stone church which had been demolished by shell fire,_ 
but it was seen that these ruins formed a fine protection 
for the station when an enemy shell made a direct hit, but_ 
did not penetrate into the dugout proper. The force of 
the concussion demolished the amplifier and threw the · 
operator on duty off his comfortable seat; it also greatly 
enhanced his respect for churches. 

From the dugouts the leads followed the trenches to· 
their terminating grounds, located at intervals of several 
hundred meters along the front line trenches and close to· 
the enemy lines as possible. These grounds consisted of 
copper mesh mats about two by ten feet, buried a few feet 
under ground. If it was impractical to thus install them,. 
a group of metal stakes were driven down. 

Because of the large area covered by the ground anten
na these stations were more effective in receiving T. P. S .. 
messages than the regular T. P. S. receiving stations in 
which grounds were usuaIly separated by approximately 
100 meters. Nearby radio stations could also be heard_ 
when the French amplifier was used, a combination ap
paratus providing for the rectification and amplification of 
radio signals in one position of its control switch, and low· 
frequency amplifications with all three tubes, with the 
other position. Even when so used. it was found that 
radio signals could be heard in it. Investigation devel
oped that the first low frequency transfonn~:- connected 
to the ground antenna showed a capacity reactance to 
radio frequency currents due to its distributetl capa~ity. 
The inductive effects of this radio frequency curr~nt Ol! 

the remainder of the amplifier wiring evidently resulted in 
the unintentional detection of radio stations and a demon
stration of grounded radio antenna possibilities. 

Because it was possible for the listening station to select 
different grounds, a~ idea of the approximate direction 
and distance of a transmitting station might. be obtained 
by an operator of long experience. T. P. S. messages 
could be heard for as much as 4 kilometers and telephone 
conversations 2 kilometers. This distance of course de
pended on the degree of grounding of the telephone lines. 
The listening station shown in the accompanying photo
graph does not by any means represent a typical one. It 
will be observed that it has been located in the same place 
for a considerable period. This station was located in a 
Vosges mountain sector on the extreme right of our Toul 
Sector and was operated jointly by the French and our
selves. The quietness of this sector is attested by the 
neatness and the apparent comparative comfort. 

From the station dugouts the insulated leads radiated 
to the grounds, which were from 500 to 1500 meters 
away, and distributed along the front line trenches at in
tervals of from 200 to 300 meters. They were often car
ried well over toward the enemies' trenches, for the effec
tiveness of the station was dependent on the distance to 
the source of the intercepted current, as will be appreciat
ed from the foregoing explanation. Grounds were also 
installed in our own area back of the station for use when 
it was used as a monitor for our lines. Because of the 
proximity of listening stations in this work it was much 
easier to overhear the communication within our lines, 
and by the same token this drowned out much of the Ger
man communication we were trying to copy. Listening 
stations have more interference to contend with than a 
radio station, because the element of tuning is not avail
able and because of so-called "earth static." 

The principles used in listening stations are well known 
and have long been utilized, but only with the develop
ment of the super-sensitive vacuum tube amplifier did 
their possibilities become valuable for war purposes. The 
type 3 ter French amplifier first utilized has already been 
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described. Later the type SCR-72 amplifier was received 
from the United States, and was found to be a trifle more 
efficient for voice and audible frequency currents. The 
circuit for this amplifier is the usual audio fre
quency amplifier utilizing two tubes as against three in 
the French amplifier, but it was only intended for low fre
quency amplification and no provision was made for rec
tifying radio frequency currents as in the French instru
ment. 

Many times it seemed that the Germans were providing 
an electrical screen for their communication, for their 
motor noises came in so loud in some cases that we be
lieved they had intentionally carried over wires from their 
machine and grounded them near or in our lines so as to 
drown out the signals from their T. P. S. stations further 
back. However, it was noticed that if these motor noises 
stopped there was an immediate increase in the T. P. S. 
activities so that if it was a purposely provided screen it 
would have also been effective in interfering with their 
own ground telegraphy. No doubt it was effective in pro
tecting their defective telephone lines. 

That the operators determined the efficiency of our 
listening service, however, is a fact that must not be lost 
sight of. This service could not be organized as scienti
fically as the radio intercept stations, in which gonio sta
tions could locate the radio stations intercepted and wave 
lengths could be measured and other characteristics of the 
stations recorded. The listening station operator had 

. only his ear to aid him in determining the probable dis
tance and location of the station he overheard. T. P. S., 
like radio, has characteristic notes and the operator's 
"fist" also betrays itself, but neither of these are as pro
nounced as in wireless. 

The listener had therefore to depend on his judgment 
to determine what any unusual occurrence or activity 
might foretell, in addition to what might be revealed by 
the decoding of the message he recorded. He soon 
learned that. ~nusual T. ~. S. activities by the enemy fore
casted a mlhtary offenSIve or some unusual operation. 
For weeks his efforts might be unproductive, but his vigi
lance could not be relaxed. A probable change in an 
enemy station could be noted by a change in its note or in 
its intensity. A sudden change in the T. P. S. communi
cations indicated a difference in the troops opposite or a 
rearrangement of their lines. The first information re
garding the relief of enemy battalions opposite was usual
ly obtained through our listening station operators noting 
the change in their T. P. S.; in nearly every case the 
operator's deduction would be later verified by a prisoner. 

By diagramming the T. P. S. stations of the enemy ac
cording to loudness and the stations with which they 
worked, operators could quite accurately place the large 
and small units, their observation posts and posts of com
mand. Just previous to the St. Mihiel operations, the 
operators quite accurately reported the withdrawal to the 
rear of the enemy T. P. S., which indicated the removal 
of troops from the front lires, or at least a rearrangement 
of the forces. . 

The listeners were repeatedly commended by the Gen
eral Staff for their intelligent deductions, especially with 
regard to telephone interceptions. In this work-which 
could not be recorded literally-the operator had to act as 
an intelligence officer. One man deduced the arrival of a 
new division opposite him by the increased politeness 
used in telephone communication, and he proved to be 
right in his surmise. As the Germans also used code words 
for all places and military phrases in their telephone con
versation, only the slightest clues were available for mak
ing deductions. Through hearing a certain time spoken 
repeatedly by the enemy and its anxious reception at the 
other end of the lines, the 42nd Division was warned of 
attacks on Ferme-Ie-Chamois, Village Negre and La Cha-

pellette, and being forewarned they effectively repulsed 
the offensive. 

The most hazardous part of the operation of the listen
ing station was in the maintenance and installation of the 
ground lines. The entire effectiveness of the station obvi
ously depended on the maintenance of the lines in good 
condition; they were continually broken by artillery fire 
and the necessity for repairs was always immediate. 

It was at these lines that the fibre of the station person
nel showed at its best. Usually wearing their gas masks, 
the men stuck to the task, in most cases under shell fire, 
until they had established their circuits. In one instance 

•. 'I'I!~I' 

Facsimile of German POlter diltributed amonltlt the German Intellieenc:e 
Service for the purpoae of retaining secrecy 

all three operators of the station were wounded during an 
attack on our position. The majority of casualties in the 
Radio Section occurred in this service, and there is not 
one case of a man shirking his duty. If a station was not 
getting satisfactory results it was usually the operators 
who suggested the advisability of carrying the grounds 
over nearer the German lines, then they would volunteer 
to install it themselves. 

These night excursions to bury ground mats in the 
enemy area showed our men's intense interest and devo
tion to their work. At these times they were usually ac
companied by a covering patrol and it took many hours of 
slow arduous crawling through barbed wire entangle
ments and across No Man's Land to carry the wire to the 
desired location. Then followed the stealthy burying of 
the mat to accomplish the desired end. Star shells threat
ened to reveal their presence every few minutes and they 
could advance only during the intervening periods. Re
turning, they might be taken for an ertemy raiding party 
by some nervous doughboy and be received accordingly. 
This actually occurred more than once. 

The Seicheprey fight was· waged all around one of the 
listening stations and for a time it was behind the German 
front. Fortunately, in the night and the confusion its ex-
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istence was not realized by them and when American 
counter-attack recovered the ground the operators were 
stilI on the job. 

Another factor that increased the effectiveness of lis
tening stations was the possibility of connecting on to old 
and grounded lines running over into enemy territory. In 
the continual surging back and forth of their fronts both 
armies necessarily abandoned lines in areas which later 
came under enemy control. The trenches were a mass of 
old and abandoned wires of both sides and these were. 
usually the bane of the telephone men of our Signal Corps 
in taking over'sectors from the French. Their greatest 
ambition seemed to be to tear them all out and start over 
with new and better circuits, thus in many cases they de-

.. 

Circuit diagram of 3-tor amplifier 

stroyed a source of information for us. In one case the 
allied armies were notified of a commercial underground 
cable, installed before the war, but lying behind both 
lines; this cable possibly would have been a fertile source 
of information to the army that could connect to it with
out the other's knowledge. Some of these old circuits 
that extended far back into our lines were certainly the 
source of information to the enemy, as there were re
ported many incidents, such as the shelling of expected 
relief troops or truck trains in the night, which could only 
have been ascertained by intercepting telephone conversa
tions, possibly only a few minutes before the expected ar
rival. A typical instance was that of a Brigade headquar
ters which received its supply trucks every night at a reg
ular hour, and as regularly the road was shelled. It was 

assumed the Germans had in some manner ascertained 
this hour and it was decided to change it. Arrangements 
were made over the line and, sure enough, the time of 
shelling changed also. Inasmuch as the headquarters was 
too far back for an ordinary listening station to be effec
tive, it is probable that the Germans had connected to an 
old line running back over the intervening five or six kilo
meters. 

One of the most daring feats in the listening service 
was that performed by Private 1st Class George Stroh, 
who volunteered to accompany a raid on the German posi
tion at Marcheville, and install a ground connection for 
his station inside the enemy line. He went along with 
the attacking party carrying his wire ground stakes and 
tools, and when the infantry had attained its objective he 
coolly proceeded to hammer in his stakes and lay his wire 
as he returned to his listening station in Soule. 

Sergeant Carleton R. McQuown, while installing a 
ground at night near the enemy lines, discovered a 
machine gun nest, and the following night an American 
raiding party acting on his information succeeded in de
stroying it and capturing twenty-eight prisoners. 

Incidents like these, indicating the bravery and re
sourcefulness of the listening station operators, were so 
numerous that only a few can be mentioned. It has re
peatedly been said that the glamor has gone from war, 
but the experiences of these men, who in the new war
fare combine somewhat the duties of both the scout and 
the spy give this assumption the lie. Among the men 
cited for their work .by the General Staff were Corporal 
(later Lieutenant) Frank B. Fairbanks, Sergeant Braun. 
Corporals Floyd F. Felmick, L. V. Garner and H. T. 
Schoefer, and Privates 1st Class L. V. Pease, D. O. But
terfield, W. R. Hogel and Geo. J. Baum. 

If anyone could be expected to be "fed up" on war, 
listening station operators certainly qualified. These men, 
in many cases for nearly half their term of service in 
France, had for their quarters dugouts the size of a pack
ing case, with smelly pools rising in the bottom and rats 
and smaller but no less active intruders as constant com
panions. Under these conditions they worked, ate and 
slept-certainly they can claim to have done their bit for 
their country. 

Constant-Speed Regulator for Series Motors 

IN many amateur stations where a 
series motor is used for the rotary 

spark gap, in connection with a trans
former of considerable input, the volt
age drop when the key is depressed 

By L. A. Bartholomew 
pacity of the power company's feeders 
which is beyond the c~ntrol of the con
sumer. 

A method which has been found to 
gIve excellent results in such a case. 

Radio 
tmns. prm 

II(} /I. 

vice. When the key is open, the regu
lar line voltage flows into the motor 
through the contacts A. As soon as the 
key is pressed. however, current also 
flows through the relay magnets, actu-

Circuit diagram and dimenaion. of coil 
------- 7-- ----------...l 

is sufficient to slow down the motor and which may be of value to other ating armature and closing contacts B, 
somewhat resulting in a disagreeable amateurs troubled in the same way, which connects the motor across the 
"whine" in the spark note. Sometimes is to insert a small auto-transformer entire winding of the al,lto-transfor
this can be remedied by increasing the in the motor leads with a double con- mer, and the increase in voltage will 
size of the wiring in the station, but tact relay connected to the key. Fig- compensate for the drop due to the 
more often it is due to insufficient ca- ure 1 shows the circuit for such a de- (C olltinued on page 22) 
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